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MOONSHINER
CAPTURED.






Leroy Heger, a moonshiner, will be
arraigned this afternoon before U. S.
Oclimmissioner Harry Ferguson. He
was arrested this morning in 
West
Todd.
Deputy U. S. M ars b a I Lawrence
Yeats, of this city. Deputy Rev
enue
Oellootor W. H. Overby, of Henderson,
and Revenue Officer J. H. Newman, of
tilsegiew.inft here at 6 o'aigisk yeellerdne
afternoon, having heard that Rigger was
operating an illicit still At five o'olook
this morning they discovered the still
in two miles of iiirkmansville and sur-
prised Heger at wort.
He offered no resissanoe to arrest
The officers treated the earth to two
hundred and fifty gallons of beer, two
tube of mash and one of "singlings."
They destroyed the paraphernalia, and
set dre to the still.
Deputy Yontz arrived here with his
prisoner at 11 ISO o'clock. Heger is
probably 60 rears of age. He refuses
to talk.
NEW RULING.
The supreme court has ruled that ju-
ors are entitled to two dollars per day
of twenty-four hours. or fraction there-
of It has been customary for jadge•
so allow jurors an extra dav's pay when
they stay out all night in discussing a
case. Under the ruling now made if
they are out but ten minutes they get
their day's pay, but if they consume the
entire twenty-four hours they would
get bat the same amount. It seems
that ruling ought surely have some ef-
fect on the hanging of jurors.
It is said that the same decision will
allow only two dollars for an election
day and night of twenty-four hours—
not for two day, as heretofore
INSURANCE CLAIM.
The total amount of life insursnoe
olaims paid in Kentucky during 1900
were $3,800,998, exclusive of industrial
ineuranee, says the Insurance Press. In
the list of amounts received on deaths
ii Kentucky Milos Louisville stands
first with $9figl,7118 Oovington comes
ileeend With $1(83,546. Other cats' ale:
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MULES
Moe lot of mules for sale—from four
35 six years wlitt CHAS. LAYNE
SCHOOL BOOK DECISION.
The °curl of Appeals has decided
that the School Superintendent of a
county, discovering a violation of the
contract of publishers with the State of
Kentucky to furnish school books at the
sante price charged by them in other
flteees, may recover damages to the full
amount of the oonipany's bond, the
money recovered to go to the common
'shoot of the county.
A NEW BAROMETER.
--
A cop of hot coffee is an unfailing ba-
rometer, if you allow a lamp of sugar
to drop to the bottom of the cup and
watch the air bubbles arise without dis-
turbing the ooffee. If the bubbles col-
lect in the middle the weather will be
fine; if they adhere to the cup, forming
a ricg, it will either rain or snow ; and
if the bubble. separate without melam-
ine any fixed position, changeable
weather may be expected.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.




Those are sweet words, but how much
pain and suffering they used to mean. It's
different now. Since Mother's Friend has
become known expectant mothers have
been spared much of the angu.sh of child-
birth. Mother's friend is a liniment to be
applied externally. It is rubbed thoroughly
Into the muscles of the abdomen. It gives
elasticity and strength, and when the final
rest strain comes they respond quickly and
easily without pen. Mother's Friend is
never taken internally. Internal remedies
at this time do more harm than good. If s
woman is 'implied with this splendid lini-
ment she need never fear rising or swelling
breasts, morning sickness, or any of the
discomforts which usually accompany pre-
Raney.
The proprietor of a large hotel in Tampa.
Fla.. writes: "My wife had an awful time
with her first Child. During her second
pregnancy. Mother's Friend was used and
Om baby was born easily before the d
octor
arrived. It's certainly great."
(Art Walter's Frteml at Du
drug store. $I per bottle.
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR 
CO.,
Attest*, Oa.








In Bond Contract With
Fulton & Co.
Redemption (lust Be Be-
fore Expiration Of Thir-
ty Years.
From Friday's daily.
The turnpike bonds were issued to
run thirty yews, and it has been dis-
covered that under an sot of the legisla-
ture bonds of this sort must be re-
deemed within that period.
At a special meeting of the fiscal eourt
yesterday this matter was discussed and
it was decided to make the bonds paya-
ble a the end of twenty-ninsi and one-
ile as to stay within the letter
of that law, sad Fulton & Oo , pur-
chasing of the bonds, will be give a re-
bation of $186.
The official order of the court follows:
"The court finJe and declass that un-
der and its accordance with the pro-
vision of an act of the General As-
eembly of Kentucky entitled,'•An act to
provide free turnpikes and gravel
roads," approved March 17. 1696, it is
left to the discretion of this court to de-
termine when the bondi authorized by
said act may be redeemed within a
period of thirty years from the date and
acting under that discretIon it is •
pleasure of this court and it is now
hereby ordered that the $76,000 of bonds
ordered issued by this court under date
of Feb. 26, 1901 and to be dated July I,
901, be redeemed at the end of 29'.
years from their dates"
ADJOURNS
ONE WEEK





The grand jury after returning an-
other batch of indictments charging
minor offenses, adjourned Saturday and
will not reassemble until next Monday
No report has been made in the w-
ent tattier tertitdinit which mph talk
bbilit Sat SHIM Mid blib jenittei lb-
+W8 P1101 Ifild
OMNI, OH 1114111416itill
Wit 111:00001 MY • tied 111#1111,0!
j$ ftI0P4SJ 0004111 h;fillial 4014
pus, wie cqqifled. ieri
charged with a ainillar offeuae, pleaded
guilty and was tined PO.
Since the last report the grand jury
has returned the following indictments .
LiVf Owen, c. o. d. w.








Lee Suggs, b of. p.




Ed Woodall and Frank Field, main-
taining common nuisance.
Al Brasher. selling cigarette material
to minor, (2)
R. R. Barnes, same
William Martin, Same, 12
Alice Brown, k. b. h.
_ James Ebbling, felcalious cutting.
T. W. Wooten, s. I. w. I, (41
Tom Davis, s. 1. m.
Walter McIntosh, same.
Isiah Hendrick, f. I. in.
Thomas West, Swearing




SQUIRE LYLE PASSES AWAY.
!stemma Task Place Soaday At Howell
Sofa Christian.
One of Montgomery county's oldest
citizens, Hon. Berry Lyle, after an 111-
noes of six or seven months, died at the
home of his brother, G. L. Lyle, in the
Ninth district, Sunday morning.
Squire Lyle, as he was known, had
lived for many years in New Provi-
dence, near Clarksville, and had a host
of friends and arquaintanoesthroughout
this section. He was a member of the
county court for many years and took
an active interest in the publie affairs
of the county. He was twice a member
of the Tennessee Legislature, having
been elected each time as a Republican.
with which party he was closely al-
ligned for many years. Squire Lyle
was twice married and is survived by a
family of adult children, both wives
having preceded him to the grave many
years. His death was due to an affec-
tion of the kidneys, complicated with
paralysis. His remains were interred
Sunday afternoon at three o'elock at
the home place of his daughter, Mrs L.
A. Giles, at Howell.
Ladies Can Wear Sheet
One size smaller :after using Allen's
Foot-Ease, a powder to be :snaken into
the oboes. It makes tight or new shoes
feel easy; gives instant relief to corns
and bunions. It's the greatest comfort
discovery of the age. Our.. and pre-
yenta swollen feet, blisters, callous and
sore spots. Allen's Foot Ease is a cer-
tain care for tweeting, hot, aching feet.
At all druggists and shoe stores, 26c
Tema package FREE by mall Address,
Allen 8. Olmstead, Le Roy, N. Y.
TENNESSEE
CENTRAL
To Be Pushed On To flop-
kinsville.
It May Come By Way Of
Clarksville And Connect
With I. C.
A thapatch from Nashville says :
"President Baxter said today that the
Tenueesee Uentral woola ask °heath=
county to subscribe $:-)0,1500 and Marks
•ille jlete0o0 towards the building of
the road to a counection with the Illi-
nois Central near Hopkiumville.
Today's Nashville American says
President Jere Baiter, of the Tennes-
see Central railroad; W. B. Doddridge,
General Manager, F. M. Bisbee, Chief
Engineer, and J. E. Rodeo, assistant to
the president, have returned from their
trip by carriage to Olarksville.
001. Bailer said in an interview yes-
terday "We were cordially received
at Ashland City, and in ten days I will
submit a proposition to Cheatham conn•
ty. I will ask for a subscription of $60,-
000--not as much as the Sexes on the
property will bring in twenty years to
the county.
"We will only ask Olarksville for
$100,008, which the road will more than
save the city in the first year's run. It
is a beautiful country between here and
Clarksville, well settled and splendidly
cultivated, and all it needs is transpor•
tation.
"It is our parpoee to build a low grade
road from Lebanon to the Illinois Cen-




Mrs. Frank Trice, of Pembroke, Is the
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.T. M.
Edmondson.
Miss Hattie Thacker, of Princeton, is
visiting M. Edmundson's family.
Mrs. J. N. Fowright and children,
who have been at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. T. It Edmundson for the past two
weeks will return to Madisonville this
evening.
Mr J. D Ware and daughter, Miss
Mary, left yesterday for Asheville, N.
(.)
Chas. H. Nash, Jr , will leave this
afternoon for Orab Orchard Springs
Ky., to attend the twenty-foorty an-
nual meeting of the Kentucky Phar-
msoentical Association of which he is a
member. He will return the latter part
of the week.
Mr. W. B. Anderson, president of the
Northern Bank, of Olarksville, Tenn.,
is in the oily.
Mist tot thli tliethihe
hitIII itionti ills
of MINH Mc@ piafio aoki
J M. Mogsfsioli1814 moth*
ifoomik, of Moifilog Owe-, ifs Olio
inio4is of My. t4 MP. WM. Msoco
oil Its Plasliovillo pie.
Mr. Kilward Stanley Long returned
Sunday from Washington, D. 0., where
be was graduated with high honors last
week from the law department of the
Columbian University, receiving the
degree of Bachelor of Laws Mr. Long's
friends are delighted to learn he is back
in the city, and they are firm in their
belief that he will win fame in his pro-
fession.
GREAT COAL COMBINE
Will Include All the Producing Mines ie
Kestucky.
A movement is on foot in Louisville
to oonsolidate all the large coal-produc-
ing mines of Kentucky under one man-
agement, with a capitalization of about
$60,000,000. If the proposed combine
goes through as planned, it will be one
of the largest in the country and will
eventually take in the mines of Tennes-
see. The capitalists who have the pro-
ject on foot will meet in Ohicago next
Tuesday to complete arrangements.
REDUCE YOUR INTEREST.
We solicit applications for farm loans
on ten years titne, interest payable an-
nually, with privilege of prepayment in
any one year of any amount, at any
time, not to exceed one fifth of the prin-
cipal. We bonne fire, lightning, torna-
do, and the only life inattrauce policy
giving absolute, continuous, non-forfeit-
able and incontestable protection'. It
absolutely protects wherever the sun
'nines. We also deal in bank stooks,
bonds and high grade investment se-
curities.
WALTER F. G•RNICT I & C.)•,
Insurance and Financial Agents.
dllw wly
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One small bottle of Hall's Great Dis-
covery cures all kidney and bladder
troubles, removes gravel, cures diabetes!
seminal emissions, weak and lame backs,
rheumatism and all irregularities of the
kidneys and bladder in both men and
women, regulates bladder troubles in
children. If not sold by your druggist
will be sent by mail on ,receipt of $1.
One small bottle is two months' treat-
ment and will cure any ease above
mentioned. Dr. E. W. Hall, sole man-
ufacturer, P. 0. Box 629, St. Louis, Mo.
Send for testimonials. Sold by all
druggists and T. D. Armistead.
Hopkinsville, Ky., June 7, 19U1.
Dr. E. W. Hall, St. Louts, Mo ,
Dear Sir :—I suffered ten years with
severe kidney and bladder trouble and
at times was unable to work. I was ad-
vised to try your -Texas Wonder" and
after using one-fourtla of a bottle I pass-
ed a large gravel d I have never suf-
fered since p g the same three years
ago. I hav recommended it to many
others who have reported cures. I most
heartily recommend it to all suffering
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Died Out On Arrival 
of I Passes Away At His Home
Officers. In
 Louisville.
Five Years Old Colored
Child Victim Of Young
Brute.
William Nance, a negro sixteen years
of age, criminally assaulted in a most
brutal manner a five years old colored
child named Lillian Arbuckle on Squire
M. B King's farm Saturday efternoen
The boy, who worked on the farm,
had been sent to the smokehouse to get
some meat. The little girl accompanied
him and entered the smokehouse with
him.
The child returned to the house alone
and told a story of terrible treatment.
She was badly injured and her condit-
ion is reported to be critical.
Nance ran away. When Squire King,
who was in this city serving on the
grand jury returned home, he had a
search for the negro instituted, but was
unable to find him, Sunday night
Nance returned to the farm and Squire
King placed guards over him and noti-
fied Ohlef of Polioe Matthews, who, so-
oompanied by Officer Mack Oravene,
went to the farm and brought the boy
to jail. The prisoner does not deny his
guilt.
The negroes in the neighborhood were
greatly wrought up about the horrible
deed and until the officers arrived there
were mob rumors in the air.
•••• *.
-•••
.••r" Az. _ 4:1._ _Arr.... ea,
TANDT—Harry G. randy, assistant
secretary of state, will be a candidate
for secretary of state in the next elec-
tion. His superb knowledge of the in-
tricate affairs of that office, his personal
fitness and ability, and the fact that he
is one of the most worthy political lead-
Is in Western Kentucky, gives him a
great advantage over other candidates.
Tandy possesses every qualification nec-
essary, and he deserves reward for his
valuable party services. His charming
personality has won him the friendship
and admiration of all who know him.
Tandy will make an ideal imiretary of
state.—Fulton Leader.
IlleCARROLL—At the recent term of
the Lyon circuit wort Judge Joe Mo-
Oaroll, of Hopkinuille, was chosen to
preside in the tidal of a very important
skit ear his 81st thin addiitill*,
hill ho mato ii HSI eh limo
*Hs hifitt MO II OHS koll•
RINI; billII Ill IIIIS 1514
lifolo$F4085841111,14. tellimi NM
lhalfhl 1019 1114101110 H50011010
010400444a Impromioo teekoe loftRI-
iendiff he would Mete OA Vitali-
Otte circuit judge to: this dtsirlot.—Tals
of Two °Rise.
ALLEN- Ooogreasman H. D. Allen, of
the 'mond Kentucky distriot was in the
city Thursday on business.
Speaking about the report that he will
be a candidate for governor before the
next Democratic convention, Oongress-
man Allen said:
"While I should like to be governor
of the great state of Kentucky I am not
prepared to state at this time that I will
be a candidate. Of course Governor
Beckham will not be a candidate for
re-election, as our law makes him in-
eligible. The western part of the state,
however, I might state, is entitled to
recognition at the hands of the party."
Oongressman Allen is now serving' a
second term in congress and has a mot*
hold on his oonitituency.—Evamiville
°curter
Tobacco Market.
The tobacco market last week was
marked by the largest offerings of the
season. The sale. were satisfactory to
planters and buyer', the market contin-
uing film and strong throughout.
Shipments are geeing steadily out se
fast as sold. Some of the lceal factories
are winding up preparatory to closing
for the season, while others will run
probably a month longer.
Planting of the crop is about complet-
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Dissenters Organize a New Church at
Madisonville.
Madisonville is to have a new church
known as the "Church of God." It con-
sists of members who have
from the Christian church








rented and communion services will be
held. Ev. Morton, Sidney Moore and
Ben Rash are loading the movement
NgP''-_„ksAti-,V$W:le*,Aifi:onozlv-*4ioNoww=stit
,
'Rsy. E W. Bottomley
Dies After Illness Of
Several Months.
From NaturdaYVisilY •
A telegram received at noon by Mr.
Frank Yost, announces the sad news of
the death of Rev. Edward W. Bottomly,
who passed peacefully away at 11 :30
o'clock this morning after an illness of
several months.
Mr. Bottomley's friends and admirers
in this city, where he formerly was
pastor of the Methodist church, are
legion. He was a brother of Mrs. F. J.
BrowneIT'and Mrs. Mary Morton. A
complication of diseases caused his
death, and all hope for his recovery had
been abandoned several days ago.
At the last session of the Louisville
Oonference of the Southern Methodist
church Mr. Bottomly was eesigned. to
the pastorate of the Wilson Memorial
church, in Parkland. The first part of
the conference year he was able to look
after the work, but later had to give it
up and seek his bed. Servires were
conducted for aim every Sunday by va-
rious Louisville ministers who could
get away from their oan pulpits as the
presiding elder made lois rounds.
There are few niteirters in Louisville
and Soutlicru Kentucky more widely
known than Mr. liottoniley. In addi-
tion to his pr -sent pastorate, be had
been the paslex of three other Louis-
ville oharcaes -the Ohestnut-street,
Marcus Lindsay Memorial and Lander
Memorial. He has *Is.) been pastor of
the churches at Henderson, Hopkins-
ville and rushy other charges within the
bounds of the Louisville conference,
having bees' a member thereof for
JEWS.
Wherever h6 prelichektis people lov-
ed him for his beautiful character, and
the news of his death'-will cause genu-
ine regret throughout a wide circle of
friends.
Mr. Bottomley had a ion, Robert Bot-
tomley, a clerk at T. P. Taylor & 00.'s
drug store, and three daughters,
Allis, Madge and Nell, the latter hav-
ing married Mr. Frank Yost, of this
city. All of his children were at his
bedside.
Mr. Bottomley was born at Milohes-
ter, near Baltimore, Md in 1887, and
Is therefore sixty-four years old. He
came with his father to Kentucky in
the epeihr of 1840, He attended school
It bs5hhIt'lltiEtkinh, MbuNlttulhs
afid Msi14Mbøli, 'Ws his Who vtie
riall000tiIt tiiitofshi WHOA II lo Hie
owl Molliodiff uf$l9Hbf. 15 IA 5$
OMB MO OW of
oalosoillbs PeltaftIF; II
tlogfofloofol !rum O. ionaf looMoltee
OM 5511 P 11114 went so Pada-
oak to locate and priatioe his profession,
associating himself with Dr. J. B.
Johnson. He remained there about a
year, but left to form a partnership
with Dr. Yandell, at South Gibson,
Tenn. It was while there that he be
came restless because of a conscious call
to preach, and not long thereafter en-
tered the ministry. He joined the con
ferenoe at Bowling Green in 1860, and
the following conference year was as-
signed to the Petersburg station. He
was in demand as a pastor, and up to
the present time his filled the following
appointments: Brandenburg, 1860-63;
Bowling Green, 1883-65; Portland, 1866-
68, Brandenburg, 18643-87; Oampbells-
ville, 1867-68; Twelf th-streetjmutsville,
1868-69; Hawesville, 1869-71; Aliens-
ville, 1871-73; Franklin, 1873-74; Elk.
ton, 1874-78; Lebanon, 1878-82; Hop-
kinsville, 1682-86 ; Henderson, 1886-90;
lit0111 LiDdlilly Memorial, Louisville,
1890-93; Oh est nut- street, Louisville.
1993 97; Lander Memorial, Louisville,
1897-11400; Wilson Memorial, 1900-1801
In all he spent twelve years of his pas
Sorel life in Louisville, having been












BELOVED 'VISITS OF SYSTEMIC CATARRH
MINISTER THE REAPER And Grip Prostration Afflicts the People
All Summer.
4
Mrs. John Marquess Dies
At Pee Dee,
Burial Of fir. Rein--Death
At The Asy-
lum.
From natureay's daily -
Mrs. John Ratty:less, wit of a well
!mown merchant of Pee Dee, died this
morning of a youiplicatou of dtreales,
She had beeu an invalid for years and
aerie:mil, ill several months Mrs. Mai -
guess was 56 years of age and before
her marriage was a A: iss Darnell She
was 4 member of the ()limited church
Funeral services will be held at two
o'clock Sunday afternoou at the late
residetioa.
C. W. BEIN
The remains of Mr W. Belli, traf-
fic manrger of the Si.ettiern Pacific lines
in Texaa, who died Wednesday at Hou•




Mr. Hein had been counectedewitielthe
Southern Pacitie road for about twiehty
years. lie was held in the Wittiest 'es
teem by his company. Starting as a
clerk he rose until, in 11986, he was ap
pointed &militant general freight agent
in New Orleans, and in 189:t tr the man-
ager, with headquarters at Houston,
Te.x, where he has since resided.
Mr. Hein was about fifty-two years
old and well known among rellrOad
men throughout the South and West.
He leaves a widow and two children, a
boy about nine ears old and an infant
daughter._
MRS. MACK DULIN.
The Fairview Review says: The wife
of Mr. Meek Dultn, who lives near Lay-
tonaville, died at the asylum at Hop
kinsville Ftiday night. She Lad been
in poor health for some time. Her
mind gave way and she was taken to
the asylum, where she remained a little
over a week when death relieved her of
her sufferings. She leaves two little
children, a husband. father and mother
and many frierds to mourn her death.
DOUGLAS MORMON.
Douglas Mormon died this week at
his home nest Pilot Rook of heart dis-
ease. He was *evenly years of age.
.......M.....'".." ..*;;Z:"...N."•••• "'• •.../.......... 's.••••;../.••••%"1
CASEY FISH-BAR JOINTS.
• • • ̂-
Mrs. Annie Bradshaw ()slyer and son
left Friday to visit epistles' in Westfield,
fildie Yolk.
holt folothod nth* ho
Uttiohobbto lFI list *In; lit
iihtfo of MS 011111111r tiiititi$ HIS
1101:
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Tills, spent Wend We WWI her
brother's family, W. T. Bronsaib, lest
week.
Walter Barnett is quite III this week
with something like heat prostration,
Dr. Bell is attending him.
The storm Wednesday afternoon did
quite a lot of damage in this section,
blowing down trees, fences, &c.
Vitra. Annie Ohiltou Jackson, wife of
Pembroke's efficient chief of police,
spent several days with Miss Mary
Jackson.
"Bill Tom" Vaughan and his corps
of rook-breakers are putting the old
rocky hill and other parts of the Pem
broke road in fine Nhape.
W. H. Week went fishing a few nights
ago and caught about 100 pounds of
nice fish It is cvident that William
learned to fish on Sunday.
A -wild dog" is reported living in the
wooks petit; Mrs. T. L, Graham's farm.
He occupies • cave in the river bank,
is very tierce and consequently "ye
colored man and brother" has no busi-
ness whatever in that locality after
sundown.
There nothing under thq "blue
canopy" half so charming as a pretty
girl climbing a wild crab apple tree af-
ter bloseinia. The crab apple blossoms
are very fragrant, and the rest of the
picture so delightfully sweet that it is
enough to make a man "break out with
poetry," and wish, like old Wisdoms,
he had an hundred ems. The world is
not each a barren desert after all.
-The march of improvement" has
surely "struck the Russellville pike
country. Will Parker has just com-
pleted a fine wagon scale outfit in front
of his residence, for public use; several
nice collages are being built out that
way, John Hall. has a nice modern gro-
cery completely stocked with a hand-




tine that will develope 12 to 4 inches
per month, tills out hollow chest and
neck and adds grace and plumpness
the form. Moot wonderful discovery of
the age. Package sent postpaid; for
50cts. DIXIE MEDICINE CO ,
Brownsville, 1.01311
Cf ALIO TI ClIt IA X 41..
The Kind You Nil Aloe
Don't you want to
OWN VOUli
OWN HOME??
The South Kentucky; Building
and Loan Association of ,Hop-
kingyille, Ky., will build you a
house on bogy monthly pay.
meats. For particulars apply to
Henry C.:Oant, - Pres
J E McPherson. Sec &Trea
UNITED STATESIMARSH1L SIMMONS.
Hon. P. Simmons, United States Marshal, Mobile, Alabama, speaks In high
praise of the merits of Peruna. In a letter written from Washington, D. C., be
says:
"After having used Peruna for a short time I find that it is the
most excellent remedy for the grip and catarrh ever prepared. I GUI
heartily recommend it to any one." Yours sincerely,
F. Simmons.
Even a slight attack Of Ii grippe
sows the seeds of discord and degenera-
tion all through the system. Recovery
seems impossible. The strength does
foot return. The whole system seems
deranged. Every function is disturbed.
Appetite and digestion demoralized.
Creeping rigors, hot flashes, cold
sweats and fitful sleep linger to mace
life almost unbearable.
It is this oonditioa that Dr. Hartman
calls systemic catarrh. The ethology,-
tem is saturated with catarrh. Thiediu
oovery marked an important &deities
the history of mediae! science. The
medical profusion had long been grop•
lag to disoover the meaning of the stabs
born and distressing after-effects of la
grippe. All remedies sunned alike in.
adequate.
As twos as Dr. Hartman ansoaased
that it WM his belief that the after-
effects of is grippe was simply ay&
temic cetarrbot great ad ranee was made
in the treatmeat of these oases. It now
only remained to dad • reliable remedy
for systemic catarrh.
Here a new difficulty arose. Catarrh
had been regarded by many physicians
as a local disease and treated solely by
local remedies. Such physicians knew
of no systemic remedy for catarrh.
Other physicians regarded catarrh ass
blood disease and had been in ;be habit
of treating it with blood medicines,
which could be of no possible us• in
systemic catarrh.
For a time Peruna enjoyed the dis-
tinction of being the only systemic ca-
tarrh remedy known. It was not even
claimed by anyone that there was an-
other remedy for this exasperating con-
dition.
Since then, however, a great many
remedies have been proposed for sys-
temic catarrh, and a great deal of val-
uable time wasted in experimenting
with other remedies. But it 'till re-
mains true that Peruna is the only spe-
cific remedy for the after-effects of la
grippe. The demand for this remedy,
in unsequenc• of the present spicientie
of la grippe, Is enormous.
Mr. J. P. Lowery, proprie tor City Hotel
Albany, Texas, says: "Being advised to
try Peruna for La grippe and asthma, I
did so with good results. I had been
feeling very unwell for a long time, and
had asthma quite bad till I came West,
when I got better of the asthma, but was
not well. I tried a great many remedies
font, but nothing was able to cure me.
"I took three bottlesof Peruna and I
am happy to say that it is the best med- ,
ioine I ever used. I am satisfied that
Perna* is a good medicine, and as such
have commended it to several of my
friends with good results. It is seldom
I give a testimonial, but I think thia..7.e
you. I hope others may be benefited
through you and your medicines."
Every one should read Dr. Hartman's
latest lecture on la grippe. This lecture
will be sent free by The Peruna Medicine
Company, Columbus, Ohio,
Stepped Into Live Coa's
"When a child I burned my foot
frightfully," writes W. H. Ends, of
Jonesville, Va., -which caused. horrible
leg sores for 30 year'. tut Itucklen'e
Arnica Salve wholly cured me after ev-
erything else failed." Infallible for
burns, scalds, cuts, sores, bruises and
piles Sold by L. L. Elgin, Anderson &
Fowler, U. K. Wyly and J. 0 Oook.
cattily Gr. Qs crwunie,Telephone 102-3 Virginia St
Your yards and keep the
grass and flowers green
and pretty by putting in
water in your premises.
Its a great comfort as well
as convenience.
We Do All Classes of
Plumbing Work
And fume large stock of
HydratitAi Woe atid forme&
Ma& tele' l4
1 A. HILL ,
South Mein Street
Got Ready for Spring.
Your Roof should be painted at once before
the warm weather. If there is any patching or
new roofing or guttering have it done at once.
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Ingenuity and enterprise are constantly giving to
the farmer labor saving devices and conveniences
for the profitable conduct of his farm.
Stagnant Pond
Water
drunk by his much cow would give all his family
chills. If he is up to-date and wide awake he will
bore a well and put in a pump and run it by a
Gasoline Engine.
The Bates & Edmund is the best make. We
handle it. He doesin't care then whether the wind
blows or not, he can get pure water for his cattle and
hones, wind or no wind, rain or no rain.
No. 2.
We Ask You to Call and See the New
Timken Roller
Bearing Buggy
It never requires a drop of
oil; and runs so lightly your
horse gets in front and stays
there when hitched to one of
them. Takes no dust.
Buy a Timken. Any kind



















Mew ern Printing & Publisteg Co
POINTER WOOD, President.
ISPICE:-New Ere Building, Seventh
illose, near Main, Hopkineville, Ky.
$1.00 A YEAR.
111141•••• - -
ea else' siell metier
Itergriel tie pesteMee is Norkiee
nlie
Friday, June 21, 1901,
- ADVERTISING NAM:-
One intik, first insertion
One inch, one month.
Oar inch, three month',
One inch, six mouth*.
One inch, one year  
Additional rates may
Mon at the office.
Transient advertising
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
nollected q uar ter ly
All advertieementa inserted without •pec-
Med tame will be charged for until 
ordered
tank
anaoeseemente of Marriages and Deaths,
not exceedinglines, and notice
s ul
preaching published gratis.
Obituary NoUctso, Reeolutions of Respec
t.







be had by applies*
must be paid for in
- CLUBBING RATES:-
Tne w Now Kea and the following
wiper one year:
Twice-son trek Courier-Journal  $1 10
sieno- seal: tit. Louis Republic  its
• W softly (Hobe- Lento.: rat  tit
eekly Cissioneets anouirer.   1 le
semi- weekly Nashville American   its
Weakly Lattlls41110 GORIMorelal
Tr -Weekly Nevi 'lurk ,e vritt   lee
bail; LOWS V U1S Poet ... @AU
Moine and Farm
atatooal magestne-itcston  116
W wally Atlanta Constitution   115
weekly New 'suet Tribune ...... las
Trost sow New York Tribune . Ti
lermar's some Journal. new
watescribers only, . . a Tri
brit Mil clubbing rates with any magazine
St newspaper put:gloried lu Ule C suited SLOW.
COURT DIRECTORY".
°tact= Clouse-First Monday in Jane
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
Limber.
Queirrzeoy Coons-Second Mondays
In January, April, July and October.
FiscaLOOCRT-First Tuesday in April
and October.
001INTT Otocrwr-Firet Monday in every



















Now that Cuba ia in a position to at-
tract the investment of American capi-
tal. steps are soon to be taken for the
exploitation of the mineral resources of
the island. While there is undoubtedly
some gold in the island, reported by the
government mining E zperts recently ap-
pointed to examine the metaliiferous
deposits, capitalists are turning their at-
tention to other oree.which, while not so
plentiful are to be found in more paying
quantities. The production of Besse-
met ere in Cuba woollies particularly
rich rewards so skillful and economical
nianagement. Within the past ten years
trona the properties at Jaregua and Dal-
qui* alone there has been mined and
shipped iron ore representing a value of
$31,000,000. Oompanies are now being
promoted in the United States for de-
veloping the country along the South
coast range of the Sierra Mamoru moan-
tains, where there are to be found con-
Unease deposits of iron ore of varying
quality and volume, beginning thirty-
five miles east of Santiago and stretch•
log westward for a distance of more
than 126 miles. Iron ore, however, is
atie the only mineral that promises prof.
liable investment. To the northward of
Santiago there are to be found deposits
of manganese sufficient to supply nearly
half the demand of the United States.
Deportee of lead, copper and zinc are al-
so band in paying quantities and a lit-
tle American enterprise and capital is
all that is necessary to rum rich returns
from Cuba's mineral deposits.
WATCH THE MOTION.
Not oontent with the reversal of the
sate involving the convictions of their
obese, the attorneys for ('sleb Powers
ale as asking the court of appeals for
ishmomment and modification of the
opted= already handed down. From
the published statement of the petition
Med. It is easy to see the result should
She court of lass resort sustain the pet:-
!donors. ()slob Powers wYuld not only
go free, but every man, indicted or eon-
violsd for complicity in the assassina-
tion of GJebel, would inevitably be ac-
wattled. Without the testimony which
the defense seeks to exclude, the com-
monwealth would have no case at all.
The issues involved in Powers' peti-
tion for amplification of the reversal are
the heart of all the murder trials involv-
ed in the sesassinatton of Gov. (;oeb41.
If the defendant is sustained by the
court of appeals, Taylor can come home
sad succeed Detoe ; Finley may return
to the mountain, and go to congress
from the eleventh district; prison doors
will open for Powers and Howard; ev-
ery individual oonoerned in the killing
of William Goebel will escape justice.,
and the blacken crime in the bloody
criminal history of Kentucky will go
forever no avenged.
For more than a year the identity of
Ike assassin of Goebel has been success-
fully concealed. Who tired the shot is
today as dark a mystery as on the fatal
January morning that Wm. Goebel
went to his doom. If reversal is given
oa Me grounds prayed for, he will be
COLDS
The quickest relief for a
told is by Scott's emulsion of
cod-liver oil.
You will find the edge taken
off in a night; and, in three or
four days, you'll be wondering
whether that cold amounted to
anything anyhow.
That's relief. If you tackle
it quick, the relief is quick; if
you wait, the relief won't
come-you know how colds
hang on.
Welland yea • little to try if you the.
gem nows ar.0 Pearl street, Nam York.
forever as safe in Keratin? as In *bo
th- TO ASK FOR
er world -Glasgow Timis
---
LIVING BEYOND OUR MEANS.
A few days sae W. L. Bova 
was
postmaster of Mount Vernon, Ind., 
and
stood one of the most respected °Mimes
of the town. Now be is an ez post-
master and under arrest for appropria-
ting funds to his own use that belooged
So the government, eael the Evansvi
lle
ClOttflaf
It doss not take Wag to loll tbe Meryl
bud tt is in a few words
The Man Lived Boyood, liii Meese.
Mr. Boyce paid his debts and tried to
be honest with the world. Sat he had
not learnel the lesson of self-escrillos.
He oould not live within his income al-
though it was:sufficient to keep him
and his family in plenty. Of course a
man with $1,500 ayes, cannot live in
luxury and have everything he desires.
But income is a good living for any
men who knows how to live under hie
salary.
leSizt Mr. Boyce, instead of, laying up
for a rainy day overdrew his amount,
He was living in the present, perhap.
did not think that some day the world
would say to him :
"Yon have been a foolish man."
We believe Mr. Boyce did not aim 10
be dishonest. His past life shows that
he has been $ man wham character has
been above reproach. But he has an
extravagant nature; perhaps he does
not realize that every dollar Manna
sweat and labor and that the spend-
thrift comes to grief in the end.
There is a moral in the story of Mr.
Boyce. It should teach spendthrifts,
men who daily live beyond their MMUS
to halt. It should teach public officials
who spend more than they earn that
they are treading on dangerous ground
and that it they sow the winds they
must surely reap the whirlwinds.
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Oatezrh that can-
not be cured by Hall's Oatarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & 00., Props.,
Toledo, Ohio,
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J Cheney for the past 16 years, and be-
lieve him perfectly honorable in all bu-
siness transactions and financially able
to carry out any obligations made by
their firm.
Witsr & Terraz. Wholesale
Toledo, 0. WALDEN°. KENNABDr e$:-Man
via, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0,
Hall's Oatarrh Ours is taken internal-
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous Godsons of the system. Price
75c per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Testimonials free.
Hall's Family Pills are the bed.
New Orleans is making rapid strides
in badness growth. In the annual re-
adjustment of salaries of presidential
postmasters it received an ins:wow of
$1,000, its postmasters' salary now he
ing $5,000. It has also displaced Boston
as the country's seoond export port
THE FARMER'S wiFe
Is very careful about her churn. She
scalds it thoroughly after using, and
gives it a bath to sweeten it. She
knows that if the church is sour it will
taint the butter that is made in it. The
stomach is a churn In She stomach and
digestive and nutritive traces are per-
formed processes which are exactly akin
so the churning of butter. Is it not ap-
parent then that if this stomaoh churn
is sour it soars all that is put into it?
The evil of a bad stomach is not the
foul tease in the mouth and the foul
breath caused by it, but. the corruption
of the pure current of the blood and the
dissemination of disease throughout the
body. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-
covery makes the sour stomach sweet.
It does for the stomach what the wash-
ing and sun bath do for the churn-ab-
solutely:removes every tainting and cor-
rupting element. "Golden Medloal
Discovery" contains no alcohol, whisky
or other intoxicant and no narcotic.
Senator Quay may be out of polities
as he says he is, but his men are grab.
bine everything in eight in Pennsylva-
nia including many valuable street rail-
way privileges.
The president of Princeton University
predicts a reign of Mists. With all due
respect to the learned gentleman, we
beg to ask if the reign of trusts is not
slready in power.
Fred Grant is going back to the Phil-
ippiaes ; hence he sees a great future for
them. Fred always did make a sw-
ishy of modesty.
Democrats are not worrying over the
prospects of a oat and dog tariff fight
among the Republicans in congress dar-
ing the coming session.
The weekly bulletin denying that
Charles Emory Smith will retire from
the Cabinet is getting monotonous
MINERS SUSPECTED.
Asoliser Outrage At Madiseeville Laid At
Their Deer.
The colored Methodist parsonage at
Madisonville was dynamited Sunday
night about 10:80 o'clook. Two charges
of dynamite were placed under the rear
part of the house. The explosion shat-
tered timbers and scattered kitchen
utensils promuicionsly. Tricks were dis-
covered about bat no one could be seen
by the occupants of the house just after
the explosion. The house is occupied
by the preacher. J. H. Hightower, re-
spectable colored man, who is said ao
have been threatened because he favor-
ed non-union men being employed at
all the mines in the county. Sunday
two negro boys arrived in Madisonville
and went to Hightowers to stay all
night. They were supposed to be look-
ing for work at the coal mines and the
dynamite was evidently used to terror
Ise them
A number of snob attempts have been
made in Hopkins and Webster counties
since the inariguraiion in November
last of the attempt to unionize the min-
ers of 11214 district The coal mines all
have full forces of men and non-union
men are exclusively employed.
DISTRICT CONFERENCE,
Presiding Elder W. 0. Brandon, has
secured Bishop Hargrove to bold Rus-
sellville district conference, at Kirk.
maziaville, JUDO 27-80.
The committees for the invasion are
as follows:
To Examine Applicants for License to
Preach-J. T. Cherry, A. 0, Gentle and
J. L Kilgore.
For Admission on Trial-J. T. Rush-
log, D. 8 Bowles and F. E. Lewia.
For Deacons' and Elders' Orders-P.
0. Duvall, G. B. Overkill and James A.
Lewis,
A MILLION





Isle annoutooed that 001 Jere Baxter
and associates will ask the city of Nash-
ville to subscribe ooe million dollar' to-
ward the building of the Tennessee C
en-
tral railway to Olarksville and a 0000
00•




It is also said that lithe city will make
this subscription the one million dollars
subscribed last December for the Nash-
ville, Florence & Northern will not be
asked for The latter road, however,
will, it is said, be built by Baxter and
associates out of their own capital,
In this °onto:option the Nashville Ban-
ner says: Mach interest is teeing mani-
fested in Ool. Jere Baxter's latest rail
road projEct, the building of a line from
Nashville to the Kentucky line via
Olerksville to connect with the Illinois
Central. For several days it has been
remixed that as soon as 061. Baxter
could prepare it he would submit a prop-
osition to the oily asking for a seboorip-
Uon to the oapital stook of his rood to
be known as the Nashville & Clarksville
Railroad
SMITH NOMINATED.
The Populists of Trigg county have
nominated Jeff D Smith for the legie
litters. The Democratic primary will
be held June 29
SENATORIAL CONVENTION
The Republican senatorial convention
for the district composed of Caldwell,
Crittenden and Webster, will be held at
Marton, June 24d.
COUNTIES JOINbD.
Caldwell county has accepted two new
iron bridges, one SWIM TT iniewater
river, between Hopkins and Caldwell
oonottes, ousting eas,000.
IN EVERY COUN rv.
The Kentucky Sunday school Union,
non-denominstional, is perfecting an
organization in every county in the state
where material can be obtained for con-
ducting snob work.
NO TIME.
The Masons-of Earlington are making
extensive preparations for a Fourth of
July oelebration. The Earlinaton Ma-
sons have a big celebration every year,
at which they entertain many Masons
from neighboring towns.
LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT.
Mr. A F. Moss, a picture dealer of
Hart county andlErs. Fannie Harper,
of Tripe county. were married in Padu-
cah yesterday morning at the St Nicho-
las hotel by Rev. Perryman. Recently
they moo in Mayfield and after a brief
courtship agreed to marry
EXECUTORS QUALIFY.
Messrs. James 0. Moore and George
0. Long have qualified as executors of
the estate of the late Mr. Bon S. Oamp
bell.
MR. SMITH'S WILL.
The holographic will of the late Mr.
J. T. Smith. dated June 3. 1899, was
probated Mondey. He leaves his entire
estate to his widow, Mrs. Mary J. Smith,
and names his son, Mr Ira L. Smith, as
executor.
ALL WON PRIZES.
An old fiddlers' contest took place
Monday night at Treetop. There was
a large crowd present and about $126
was realized. Masers. T. E. Bartley, J.
G Hord, W. F. Randle, Judge U. D
Brown and Dr. R. R. Bourne took pert
and each captured a prize. •
LACKEY INVESTIGATION.
From Tuesday's daily.
State Inspector and E x +miner Hines,
who has been In the city several days
Investigating the charges brought by
Dr. Z. B McCormick against First As-
sistant Physician Lackey, of the west-
ern Asylum, went to Bowling Green
last night. He secured while here the
sworn statements of numerous witness-
es in connection with the charges.
SPLENDID INVESTMENT.
There is no better paying property
than that of the Beard estate, including
the stores occupied by Sion Frankel,
Buroh's grocery, Davis, Gram & Oo ,
and the Boots buildings occupied by the
Hoptinaville Oarrtage Co.. and J. H.
Wien*, and on which the Beard estate
holds a mortgage. All this property
will be sold on the premises Thursday
afternoon at 2 o'clock at public auction
See ad. in this issue for further partion-
Ian, farms, &o.
INSPECTOR AT FRANKFORT.
State Inspector Hines returned this
morning from Hopkinsville to look af-
ter some accumulated business in his
office. He will go balk there later in
the week and complete the Lackey in-
vestigation at the Western Asylum,-
Frankfort Dispatch.
Beautiful Lady
Lay or may not be the mooning of
the word beasdonna But many wo-
men know (and others are daily
learning) bow excellent a thing for
aches and peins in any part of the body
is JOEINOON'S lisooarioinis Poss-
ess. It Seine, smooth, elegant, and
full of quick and kindly healing.
Try one and we shall nor need to ad-
vertise them any more-not for stco.:
at least. on the (see cloth of the
genuine see .be bright Red Cross.
acitietatios a JOHNSON,
Measteetense Cannons, New Took.
Good Roads Notes.
Arrangements for the big oonvention
are rapidly being completed, and there
ham never been a movement for the good
of the community in which more reel
was manifested and bard work done.
The business Men Who are working for
the convention ere determined it shell
eclipse not only the one at Louisville
but any that has taken place in the
douth
IMMW--. au.
Provident Maur., of ilia Wiriest hood
reedo association, will have *Maw Of
the road making. He has wish him a
?cowl of the 1111641 engineer. in the
world, and theme will show how to build
the best sud l•heapest roads, and bow to
keep them properly in repair.
The road to be construct( d will be
made after the beat plans, such as have
been devised after long experience by
road engineers in  y part of the
world.
The subject of good roads is the most
important one the people of Kentucky,
or any other state, our consider. (iecod
roads will add immensely to the value
of farming property as it will make the
markets easily accessible to farm and
garden products, and by increesing the
ft unities and comfort of life in the coun-
try will lead to large purchases of land
STOP FRIJIT CANNING.
Glass Jars Advasced petit They A re Al
most Out 01 Sight.
When the fruit and vegetables ripen
this summer and the housewives com-
mence their domestis, preserving. they
will probably be startled by the prices
asked by their grccers for the glass pre-
serving jars. The combination which
controls the manufacture of the glass
jars has advanced the pricer; four times
sines last March. and there are no intli•
dation' that the upward climb has ceas-
ed. In fact, the trade has received an
intimation that an advent* of ten cents
a gross may be expected every month
until fall. Dealers are laying in small
supplied in oonsequeoce, and it is ex-
pected that the demand will be the poor-
eat in recent years.
BRANDON BROS. ASSION.
Big MercimIlle Firm Goes hider Al
Cadiz
The well known firm of Brandon
Bros. for several years merchants doing
a general mercantile business at Oaths,
sled a deed of assignment to J. W. Mc-
Kinney. The deed alleges that the firm
owes largely more than it can pay in
full and desires that all creditors shall
share alike in the distribution of assets.
All the property owned by the firm,
real, personal and mixed, is conveyed
to the assignee. The members of the
firm reserve all or any property the
laws of Kentucky may exempt to them,
if any. The schedule of meets and lia-
bilities was not filed, but will be here-
after. Estimates place the liabilities at
$10,000, and assets mamba of a large
stook qf goods, and accounts, notes, etc.
The bulk of the indebtedness is held by
local parties. and about $3,000 due
Eastern merchants.
We have made photographs of the ma-
jority of the babies in Christian county,
but we want them all; so we extend the
time 80 days. Four for 26 cots. Bring
'em on. we eel ly jollying the little ODIN
dtri&fr& Irk ANDERSON'S 131 L' 1)10.
A GOOD THING.
Four photographs, 25 cu., made in
beet style and finial. Anderson's studio.
Time extended 30 days. dtu&frIewk
THE HOME GOLD CURE.
Ac ingenious Treatment By Wince Drunkards
Are Bolsi Cured Daily Is Spite
01 Tkerassives.
Me Noxious Doses. No litisakesiiie 01 the
Nerves. A Pleasant Aad Positive Cure
Fee The Limier Habit.
It 111 now generally known and under-
stood that Drunkenness is a disarm and
1101 weakness. A body filled with pols•
on, and nerves completely shattered by
periodical and constant use of intoxicat-
ing liquors, requires an antidote capa-
ble of neutralizing and eradicating this
potion, and destroying the craving for
intoxicant" Sufferers may now cure
themselves at home without publicity Of
loss of time from business by this won-
derful 'HOME GOLD CURE," which
has been perfected after many years of
clout study and treatment of inebriates.
The faithful use according to directions
of this wonderful discovery is positively
guarantee] to cure the most obstinate
carte, no matter bow hard a drinker.
Our records show the marvelous trans-
formation of thousands of Crookards
into sober, industrious and upright men.
WIVES CURE YOUR HUSBANDS!
CHILDREN CURE YOUR FATHERS'
This remedy is in no sense a nostrum,
but is a specific for this disease only,
aod is so skillfully devised and prepar-
ed that it is thcroughly soluble and
pleasant to the taste, so that it can be
given in a cup of tea or coffee without
the knowledge of the person taking it.
Thousands of drunker& have cured
themselves with this prioelese
and as many more have been cured one
made temperate men by having the
"CURE" administered by loving friends
and relatives without their knowledge
in coffee or tea, and believe today that
they quit drinking of their own free
will. DO NOT WAIT. Do net be de•
laded by apparent and misleading "im-
provement." Drive out the disease at
once and for all time. The "HOME
GOLD CURE" is sold at the extremely
low pries of One Dollar, thus placing
within the reach of everybody a treat-
ment more effectual than others costing
from $26 to 00. Full directions ac-
company each package. Special advice
by skilled physicians when requested
without extra charge. Sent prepaid to
any part of the world on receipt of One
Dollar. Addrese Dept. D860, Edwin B.
Giles & Co , 2330 and 2332, Market St..
Philadelphia.
All correspondence strictly confiden-
tial.
KENTUCKY FAIR DATES.
The following are the dates for hold-
ing the Kentucky fairs this year so ter
as reported to this Once. Secretaries
or other officers will please advise as of
any errors or omissions in the list:
fiathne, July 4-3 days.
Husionville. July 24-8 days.
Danville, August 6-4 days.
Madisonville, August 6-5 days.
Lawrenoeborg, August 20-4 days.
Shepherdiville, August 20-4 days.
Lafirenge, August 21-11 days.
Shelbyville, August 27-4 days.
Springfield, August 98-2 days.
Barditown, September 3-5 days.
Elizabethtown, September 10-4 days.
Bowling (*reed", September 10-4 days.







On a Dwelling in
Fladisonville.
Raiders easioled the Monarch mines
again Monday night, &wording to an
Earliugton dispatch, but were driven
off after firing a few shots. There were
two divisions of the raiders. One of the
parties retreating toward Madisonville
fired upon several vehicles loaded with
Esrlingtou men who were returning
home after having attended a meeting
of Red Men. In one of the front ve-
hioles wasOhas. G. Robinson, the Eisrl-
legion postmaster.
There was some shooting from the
side and shooting down the road ahead.
The horses became unmsnageeole and
bk eked the road. Mr Robinson and
others got out, and stood behind their
horses or took refuge behind a fence to
await the rest of the party from the
raiz. These unloaded out of a big pic-
nic wagon and came on foot ready for a
fight, but the raiders reIrested before
they came op. Esrlingtoe men refrain-
ed from firing for fear the shooting
might be a mistake of the Monarch
guards.
Three of the Earlington party who
were running back to meet the big wag-
on got in between the raiders and the
Monarch guards and were under cross-
fire. This is the fourth time in four
days that violence his been attempted
on non-union miners sod coal operators
of Hopkins county.
A Madisonville dispatch says:
Another hoarding-house cooupled by
non-union miners was shot into last
night or early this morning. Fifty or
sixty shots were fired, many of the bol-
lets entering the house. The fire was
returned by the guards employed at the
mines, but no one is known to have
been bit. This is the fourth house oc-
cupied by non-union miners which has
been fired into during the past week.
Another house was dynamited.
The operators claim it is done by the
union men to itimidate workmen. On
the other hand the union men say it is
done by hired men for the operators,
who, they say, are trying to gain public
sympathy. Steels' police will be em-
ployed and an effort will be made to
catch the guilty patties.
11AD A 0000 TIME.
The children of the First Presby-
terian Sunday School greatly enjoyed a
picnic yesterday on the Casey farm
several mile" south of town. A big
dinner on the ground was a pleasant
feature of the occasion.
Big Peach (Irop.
(Special to New Era
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn., June 19.-
The gathering of she peach crop in this
vioinity will begin ni xt week and the
indications are that the crop will be un-
usually large. The growers were very
much discouraged a few weeks ago on
mount of the weather conditions, but
reoently the weather has been unusually
favorable and the feeling has changed
to enthusiasm over the outlook
FOR THE SUMMER-
--
Mr. John P. Thomas has resumed his
former position with J. H. Andrson &
Oo , for the summer. He retains his
place as traveling salesman for the large
shoe house he has been repeesenting
and will continue on the road next fall.
PROPERTY CHANCES OWNERS.
Mrs. 1). Frankel has sold her business
houses on Main and Ninth sheets, now
occupied by the Royal Liquor Co , and
Ohs. Datillo,to the First Nstions1Bank
It is understood that the new owners
expect to erect • handsome banking
house and office building on the site,
which is one of the most desirable in
the city.
NOT SWEARING.
In the list of indictments returned
Saturday by the grand jury and pub-
lished Monday in the New ERA, the
types had Thos. West charged with
"swearing." The obarge should have
been "seining."
QUARREL 1140 ENDED
But Fears Didn't Kea* It Aid Wielded
A Flask.
Front Wed nesda) 'a daily.
Hiram Moore and Robert Year., well
known farmers of the Oarl vicinity, en-
gaged in an altercation yesterday. As
*result, the former has two ugly
wounds on his head and one on his
arm
Mr. Moore came to town this morning
and swore one a warrant for his as-
sailants arrest and will be served at
onoe
The injured men stated that the fuss
had ended and he had started away,
when Fears smashed him a time or two
with a plank
•
AND STILL THEY COME
Atwitter Kentucky Heir To The Tyson
Millions Bobs Up
A Sturgis dispatch say. "It trans-
pires that Mrs. Rachel Robertson and
brother, Mr. Bud Whitman, formerly
of Sturgis, are among the heirs to the
big Tyson estate said to amount to
$40,000,000. Young Whitman came
here about two years ago and opened a
barber shop, but remained ooly a short
time.
Thomas M Talbott, of Sturgis, mar
tied Miss Robertson, of Henderson
daughter of one of the heirs."
Agent wanted for the beat typewriter CJAILIBITC)1111.X.41Le
on the market, the' Pittsburgh Visible" Stars the , lit kind Yes Hart Abet bled
writing in sight at all times; exolusive
erritory given. Address Studley Hard- 
Simone









Toggle's Store Al Rearisg Spr
ings Bum
rd And No 
Inoursece.
Fruni t eilito•da) • dell)
The general merchandise store of Mr
Attacked Les
lie Tagil& at Roaring Springs,
destroyed by fire lost night al 11 e'elook.
The building and stook were entirely
(valuated
The lots is about $1,Mio, with ne IS*
TO INTIRTAIN COMMONS.
was
bells, Green CH, Lowicil W
eeds Is
vitstios To Old Soldiers.
'lheetty council of Bowling (learn
has invited the Ocibfederstem of Ken-
tucky to hold their next reunion in that
edy. A hearty invitation was also ex-
tended to their families and friends
The reunion has prsotically been pledg-
ed to Bowling Green. It will be held
some time in Ootober. The city and
citizens will make great preparations
for the r,union
Mayor G W. Townsend has awarded
to Brig. Gen. J. B Bnlggs, the invite-
lion extended to tne veterans, and also
sent an engroesed copy of the nouncil's
rosolntion.
LODGE IS INCORPORATED.
Articles Filed By The Local I odge el
Oda Fellows.
Green River Lodge No. 5-45 of the In-.
dependent Order of Odd Fellows has
filed articles of incorporation, its stated
Object being to be better enabled. to
carry into effect its benevolent, charita-
ble and fraternal principles. The ar-
Doles provide that no indebtednees ex-
oeeding $10,000 may be incurred. The
corporation has no espitel stock.
Ohio Ex-PrisonersOf War.
[SMALL TO NNW SRA
MARYSVILLE, 0 , June N.-The
largest convention in the history of the
Ex-Prisoners of War Association of
Chio began here today, fully Luigi •et-
erans, repreeenting every .• nutty in the
state, being present. Addresses are to
be delivered by Governor Nash, Col. E.
F. Taggart, state commander of the
Grand Army, and other men of note
=--
Wow?
Fill tI4 bottles with HIRES.
Drink it now. Every glass-















Every Woman,1 interested awl itoon4
about the wundeft111
MARVEL Whirling Sway
Tlie new tuition ayebigteal ,
itnl a 'id
eat - moat Coe
It tamales 
-
aaa yam drasslot 0, 11.
If he eannot •npyly the
*Aggiplgli„ adoept no
attar, but pond stamp for li-
alrried nook --orithia.lt givespartleulars and directions in.
raluatile io ladies. RS %RI 05. 40..
iltosom Times Mdig., blew 5op11.
Virginia College,
FOR YOUNG LADIES ROANOKE, VA.
Opens Sept. Slat, 1b01. One of the lending
Itehool• for Young Ladle., In the Mouth
New hilt idings,planor and equipment. lam-
pus ten acres, Orand mountain scenery In
Valley of Virginia famed for health. Euro-
pean and American teachers. Full course
Oonservatory advantaged In Art. M u,•Ic and
Elocution. Students from thirty state-
For catalogue address





h. lug sis iLestsoirtaDa0
I s nap .4 Meld swoubalo bormoil
•111 Moo Moira Tak• so said.
bampot .as iliabooluatlimit amd
Aso& Soy of poor Dmesioksr orsa Se.
moor eo aviamiloom Timalmoadals
Lagar; So Yaw. by Os.
two Matt ICON TI•610•1•••• Mila by
es miumplem Os.
1osilos Mio room Modimmi wawa. IPA
BOOK AGENTS WANTED FOR
tamemosilias book sow publish*.
Pulpit Echoes
OK LIVING TIDDYMS POR WWI MID mine.
oateanis Mr. MOODY% Mot Samosa with 1144
Yarlbrapatiorisa Iseidoials.PolnorsesosIe .4101144
y D. L.e5foodbir
WI*. asaaptolo Watery of Moll* by Mov. CM £5.?.
Pram st Mr Woody Catsup thank he he Foam
sad.. latrodaelbsa by Ii... LYMAN ABBOTT. 111. O
.
brood moo, 400 pp..1...,(1•14 abooroord 571.0410 awe
aLITT111 error-rim 
- Moo mid Rooms. p Salm
ow -5 hams' has KM Bead he holm to
A M. WORTMLNUTO ilk. Mortar& t•ton.
PARK R'S
HAIR BALSAM
Moon and bototifoo tb• bath
Promotes a taro/toot growth.
Mireer Palls to Re.-.',. Gray
Hair to It. Youthful Color.
Cams scalp memos a bait 41141.






telling how Ito prepare delicate
end:delicious dishes




PIUMeli and Whred. key home tub-
out pain Book of in
Oculars sent FR...
atDI. B. S. WOOLLEY 00
Atlanta. lia WNW. 104 b aril toyer hi
Pan-American
Exposition
Best reached by the
Illinois Central R. R.
Through servo* via Memphis, Louis-
Oinoinnsti and Cleveland, effec-







An Evening Departure From New Or
leans and a Morning Arrival
at Buffalo.
Dining Car Service and
Buffet Library Cars ,
El int nivoiustCe.entrI and Particularse  oononecf 
agents
lines.otthe
MURRAY,WU  Div. Paso'r Apt.,
N ew Orleans. JNO A. SCOTT,
DH HA NSONI,v t( O;Micagemophis
W A Is KOLUND, •. u r • , Louisville
zatigi
LION COFFEE
A LUXURY WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL!
Watch our next advortloomont.
If you went to buy 11 lion
whelp you would'ut &wept a
kitten as a substitute, even if
ths deals, Urpill you.
Now, don't accept a tubed-
tuts fur
LION COFFEE.
It is bound to turn out a com-
mon yellow cat, with none of
the strength of the lion.
You-want LION COFFEE because it is LION COFFEE•
• •
If, on the other hand, you want a coffee which, in order to h
ide imperfections, is "highly
i
--
polished" with eggs and other preparations, then do not
 buy
1.2IC01\T" COM"r3P-MLIO.
, If LION COFFEE were common, ordinary stuff, coffee drinkers would'nt insist on
 bay-
ing it. It is used in millions of homes because it is the beat coffee In the world for the
price. If you doubt this, take a single package home and try it.
.v4
In every package of LION COFFEE rho will find a fully illustrated and deseriptfve
list. No housekeeper, in fact, no woman, man, boy or girl will fail to find in the list acnat article
which will contribute to their happiness, comfort and convenience, and which they may
 have by
simply cutting out a certain number of Lion Heads from the wrappers of our one pound sealed
Ipackages (which is the only form in which this excellent coffee is sold).





They Drove A Fruit
Steamer Out
To Sea.
(Special to the New Era)
NEW ORLEANS, June 19, The
United Fruit company's liner, Jamaica,
from Boma del Toro and Oocle, which
arrived at midnight, reports that while
at Code, which is Oro miles from Bocas,
in Panama, the vessel was attacked by
insurgents. About 85 men came down
to Oocle, and sent a letter aboard
addressed to Capt. Prtertes demand-
ing that a Colombian Govern-
ment officer aboard be sent ashore also
the pilot and doctor Oapt. Peterson
refused, and the insurgents secured an
old sail boat and tried to board the
Jamaica, which was compelled logo out
to sea It was necessary to apply for
aid from BOCA.. before the Jamaica
could get its cargo of bananas at Opole.
A few months ago insurgents captured
two Norwegian boats, and, after sailing
them around until the coal ran out,
beached them.
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
amen Pluto Is Psh's Raster.)
/a Owl days of 'wild oat' money in the
West, the Ames shovels were used as cur-
rency. They were as stable as gold; their
pries did not vary a cent in twenty years.
The very name of Oliver Ames a Sou, was
a synonym for honesty. It was current all
ever the woeld.
On the same principle Benson's Pore=
Plaster ig the universal standard external
remedy. To say it is a "good" plaster does
not describe It; it the best possible plaster.
For every dimes in which an external rem.
My is available, Benson's Mester is used
almost as a matter of course.
Bention's ?Lam quickly relieves and
sures where other Modes of treatment are
either exasperatingly slow or have no good
effect whatever. Coughs, colds, lumbago,
kidney trouble*, rheumatism, lame back,
eta, are at once benefited and soon curet
Cepsieurn, Strengthening and Belladonna
plasters have DODO Of th curative virtues
St Bannon's. More than 6,000 physicians
and druggists have commended Benson's
Plaster as a remedy in which the pnblie
may have implicit confidence; while, in a
somparative test with other plasters, Ben.
eon's has »staved fiftyfiee Ugliest awards.
Beware of snhaitutes and cheap imitation&
For male by all druggists or we will pre.
pay postage on any number ordered in the
United States on receipt of Me. each.
lisabury A Johnson, Mfg. Chemists, N. T.
DATE
15 SMALL,
but its purchasing power
is great when spent at
BURCH'S
Cash Grocery
9 bars Lenox Soap fok ...... .... 25c
4 mins Greenwich Lye ...........'45c
ei pkgs. White Line Washing Powder 25o
12 pkgs. Pauline for 25c
7 pounds Lump Starch for  25c
pkgs Gold Dust Washing Powder, 25c
7 pkgs. Celluloid Starch for 25o
7 pkgs. Victor Starch for 
2
2 Single Washboards for   260
2 good Brooms for 
Best Broom in town for
1 Double Washboard for 
2 gallons Coal Oil for   260
8 bottles Pepper Sauce for 260
3 bottles Tomato Catsup for .  25c
8 bottles Worcestershire Sauce for... 215o
3 jars Mustard for  26c
3 Dozes Reseal Axle Gress. for.
8 boxes Mica Axle Grease for  Sitto
9 boxes good Toilet Soap for  250
9 boxes fine Toilet Soap for  260
3 bottles Vanilla or Lemon Extract, 260
I pound Red Cross Tobacco for 250
6 No. 3 Lamp Flues for 25c
No. 2 Fire Proof Lamp Flue. for.. 260
4 in
can.
s Veteran (lcsil akinge)B l alt*nPlowsT,
Snuff
for 25c2 o 
with nice present', for 260
$ cans Table Peach for es
4 pkgs. Pancake Flour for ..... 265ce
3 pounds good Green Coffee for 25c
9 pounds good Roasted (Jaffee for .
It Pays to Trade at
URN'




WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
ON YOUR
PLOW GEAR.




We have Just Received an
Elegant Line of
FALNICGYHT Buggy Harness
If you want something Extra Nice and Good
see them before buying.
We also have a bargain to offer you in an
Extra Good Hand
Made HaRness 
At very little more than you pay for cheap made
Eastern harness. See them and you will be c
onvinced-
You will find full line of cheaper harness at b
ottom
prices, also heavy wagon harness, saddles, bridles, 
etc.
F1 Ai YOST & C01,






Is rather terror than I csre to have it
at this season of the year and I,have de-
cided to make prices for a few days that.
will make it interesting for those need-
ing such goods. I will not take time to
quote you prices now but will soy this
much, if you want any wall paper or




Hooser Bail hug, Main St
Beattify
Your yards and keep the
grass and flowers green
and pretty by putting in
water in your premises.
Its a great comfort as well
as convenience.
We Do All Classes of
Plumbing Work
And have a large stock of
Hydrants, Hose and Noz-
zles. Tele. 174.
1 AI MLLE,






pirompUy ortioarol. 01 NO** load mo
ot skirtet,
or pboi• for from report oe patimitability. 
book -bow
to Obtain U sad 'Poretio Paiesto..
4Trad•-klarla,''
raw- Ftirmt terms ever offered to i ',maws
PATIN? I.A1/17111 Or se Timis. CTIOL
10,000 PATENTS IMMURED MINIM TEEL
•11 bummers msailmati•l. &mod soPoos.
Novice Modorsto sharps.
"»"C. A. SNOW & CO.
PATENT LAMY EPIC
bm. U.S. Fated Office, VIASIONOTON, D. C











Or 10111g our and riat...:rn another.
Special Tourist Rates
Northern and Lake Resorts
JUNE I to SEPTEMBER 30
Ask ticket agents to Tonle y u via hits
C II. Ry.
D. G. EDWARDS,





Try some of Them.
A Few Pounds Left of fine
White Clover Honey at
15c pound.
Shadoin&Curtis
Main St. Market Men.




t ADVICE As TO PATENTABILITY FREE INotice in "Inventive Age 'Book "How to &Arun Patenta" r
Moves moderato. No fee till patent is secured.
Letters strictly con
LI B. AMENS. Patent Lwow. lesalsbates, 0.1
fident,W. Address,
Christian county in area is seven
hundred and four square miles, and
in this respect ranks third among
tbe counties of the State. Its pres-
ent boundary is as follows: On the
north by Hopkins and Muhlenberg;
on the east by 31uhlenberg and
Todd: on the south by the Tennes-
see line, and west by Trigg and
Caldwell counties.
The county is almost equally di-
Tided between the sub- carbonifer-
ous limestone formation and the
carboniferous limestone and sand
stone. The line of demarcation be-
tween the two formations passes al-
most centrally through the county
from east to west. The sub carbon-
iferous formation is the basis of the
southern section, while the carbon-
iferous formation is the basis of the
northern half. The northern part
of the county is hilly and broken
'abounding in the finest of timbers,
Use most beautiful streams and the
finest coal fields. Iron ore of a very
superior quality is also found, but
the iron fields have never been de-
veloped. An analysis has shown
samples of these ores to be over 60
find it rennmerative.
Christian county is in splendid tin an
cial oondition, her few outstanding ob-
ligations being insignificant when her
resources are considered. Taxes ay. low.
The average assessed value of Christia
n
county lands is, according to the State
Auditor's report. $3.5 per acre. The
present assessed valuation of Christian
county lands is c8,712,820. During the
last three decades the wealth of the
county has more than kept pace with
she growth. The county was establish-
ed in 1796 and each census since then
-except that of 1620 has shown a steady
increase in population, and the decrease
in 1820 was due to the fact that consid-
erable territory had been cut off to form
other counties.
Persons seeking home* or desiring to
purchase lands merely for the invest-
ment could not possibly do better than
to come to Christian county. It's the
best county in the world and Hopkins
.
'vine's the best town.
Good public roads are of almos
t




per cent, pure metal.
The country south of the line o
f
demarcation between the two g
eo-
logical formations is level or g
ently
rolling as far south as the Tennes
see
has. It is watered by innumer
able
streams, chiefly tributary to Lit
tle
River, which flows south to 
the
Cumberland, draining the finest ag
-
ricultural section in Southern K
en-
tucky. The soil in the norther
n
portion of the county is thin a
nd
poor noon the hills and ridges, 
but
exceedingly rich and fertile in 
the
numerous valleys and bottoms. Th
e
hills are admirably adapted to 
the
growth and cultivation of all 
kinds
of fruits, and a very high class of 
to-
bees* is there produced. The 
lands
are exceedingly fertile in the 
south-
ern section, with a sub-soil o
f red,
chocolate-colored clay, which c
on-
tains all the elements of plant f
ood
required by the prevailing crop. Th
e
Commissioner of Agriculture, say
s
in a report: "It is on these cavern
-
ous limestone or barren lands 
lso
named from their prairie characte
r
of originally having but little 
tim-
ber) that the far-famed "Hopk
ins-
vale shipping tobacco" is grown 
in
such perfection.
Christian is in every respect one
 of
the best counties in Kentucky.
Christian county raises more tobacco
than any other county in the Unite
d
Slates.
It stands third among the wheat 
pro-
ducing counties of Kentucky.
It ranks very high as a corn produo
-
ing county, the yield in the Sou
thern
part being frdm twenty-five to seven
ty-
lye bushels per acre.
In South Christian the soil yields 
from
ten so forty-five bushels of whe
at per
acre; oats from twenty to fifty bus
hels;
potatoes from fifty to three hund
red
bashsls, and tobacco from six hundred
to fifteen hundred pounds. ItedOttiver
grows in luxuriance, frequently fro
m
twelve to thirty-six inches in
and yields a large amount of 
seed,
which commands a handsome price 
up-
on the local market. Herd's grass, t
im-
othy,orchard grass,Hungarian grass and
millet flourish abundantly. The cu
lti-
vation of fruit is no insignificant indus-
try in Christian county, the soli 
and
climate being entirely conducive to the
growth of nearly every variety. Thos
e
who have experimented in this directio
n
Mr. M. D. Kelly.
When the subject of jewelry is
mentioned in this city Mr. M. D
Kelly and his establishment very
i
I 
naturally come into the mind of peo-
ple, for Mr. Kelly is the oldest Jew-
eler hers and has long sines come to
ilbe regarded as the leader in the bus-
iness.
Mr.Kelly is not merely a workman
i a jeweler"by trade": he i
s a scientific
jewelry, a man who in the jewelers'
world stands deservedly high as an
inventor. Some of the most impor-
tant inventions of recent years in
the jewelry line are children of his
brain. He always looks at matters
in his business from a purely scien-
tific point of view and persons who
go to him to have work done get
the benefit of his close study and
his many years of experience.
As an optician, Mr. Kelly takes
high rank, having devoted much
time to the study of the eye and its
defects and the beet way in which
to remedy defects.
His establishment contains a large
stock of everything usually
found in first class jewelry stores, a
goal selected with great care and
good judgment. He selui nothing
that he cannot guarantee to be just
as he represents it. He also guar-
antees all work done by him-some-
thing that he can well afford to do
In his store are found all of the
latest of novelties in the jewelry line
-goods to suit tastes of all sort, of
people. His stock of eyeglasses is
the largest and most complete ever
brought to this city, and being--as
mentioned above, a thoroughly post-
ed optician, persons who purchase
glasses from him always get what
they want, what they need, or rather
what their eyes need.
Mr. Kelly's business though large
is still growing, and will continue to
do so as people continue to realize
that he is a safe man to patronize,
for he thoroughly understands his
business.
Every farmer should understand
the science of road building. At-
tend the Good Roads Convention
at Hopkinsville on July 10 and 11,
and see the experts work.
Bank of Hopkinsville.
In the Bank of Hopkinsville this
city has one of the most solid and
progressive financial institutions to
be found anywhere in the South. It
is one of the oldest banks in this
section of the State, having been or-
ganized in 1865. It has from the
first day that it opened its doors for
business always enjoyed the entire,
absolute confidence of business men
everywhere, and never during its
long existence has it at any time
been more popular and prosperous
than it is at present--a fact in which
its able corps of officials can justly
take no little degree of pride. The
management of this bank has al-
ways been characterized by wisdom,
liberality and progressiveness The
gentlemen who now have charge of
its affairs are Mr. Henry C. Ga
nt,
president; Mr. J. E. McPherson
,
cashier; Mr. H. L. McPherson, as-
sistant cashier; and Masers. Henry
C. Gant, C. H. Bush, John P. Gar-
nett, W. T. Fowler and Dr. E. S.
Stuart, directors.
In the business world all of these
gentlemen stand deservedly high as
honest, wise, far seeing financiers,
men who will jealously guard the
interests of the bank and its patrons
at all times.
Mr. Gant makes an ideal president
—jui4 the man for the place; and as
a cashier Mr. J. E. McPherson ha
s
few equals within the length and
breadth of this commonwealth.
The last official quarterly state-
ment made by the Bank of Hopkins-
vine showed it to be in a highly
prosperous condition, the wideawake,
prcgressive business methods of the
management having gained new
patrons for it.
The Bank of Hopkinsville is an in-
stitution of which the people of
this city and county are justly proud.
Bad public roads reduce greatly
the farmer's profit on the prodEcts
that he hauls over them. They are
in reality a tax on his farm.
A road properly constructed can
be maintained at a very email cost.
It doesn't pay to be too econo-
mical when constructing a public
road An inferior road is never
cheap. Spend a fair sum in the be
-
ginning and there will be little ex-
pense afterward.
A bad road is a tax on every man
who has to pass over it. Not only
on his property, but on his religio
n
as it is apt to make him use ugl
y
little words
The experts with the Good Roads
train will instruct the people in the
scientific method of constructing a
public highway.
Wonted to Speak Easy.
An lins”pliisticated young ministe
r
In rur-711 I'sgmsylvania recent
ly ordain-
ed not I ago wrote to a 
theological
professor )n Philadelphia as 
follows:
"I am a poor speaker and find it
 hard
to utter my thoughts clear
ly and forci-
bly. I have decided therefore
 to take
a course of Instruction In 
speaking
and, learning from the pape
rs that
there are a great many speak easiest i
n
your city. I would be obliged if yol
would recommend me to one." Thu
professor broke the news to him
euphemistically as possible that it




Are the only things we deal in, n
o exaggerations or word trickery
to get your dollars, nothing bu
t good wholesome truth.
We Carry the Largest and Best Lines of CLOT
HING and
FURNISHING GOODS to be Found in this City.
Suits that please, shoes that w
ear, hats that improve your looks and
PRICES that we warrant y
our neighbor will not duplicate unles he
trades here. Our motto: "Satisfa
ction guaranteed or your money back.
"
McKee, the Grocer
Leads in prices and quality and car
ries the
most complete line in Christian co
unt. Every









"Radiant Home" Heating Stoves,
 "Gurney" Re-
frigerators, "Anchor" Stoves and 
Ranges, "Jew-
el"- Gasoline Stoves. 107 S Main St, Hopkinsville, 
Ky 'Phone 185-3
Fresh Pork, Fresh Oys
ters, Fresh Fish, Veqtable











Directors—T W Blakey, C F Ja
rrett, V P., J P Prowse, R W Downer, A 
B Croft,
Lee Ellis, .1 W Downe
r, G H Stowe, Geo C Long
, Pres.
Corner Main and 9th Sts., Hopki
nsville, Ky.
Ladies,
In the city. The newest novelties in
Pattern Hats, Bonnets, Sailors
and an uptodate millinery establish
ment.
MRS. ADA LAYNE,
Cor. Main Qa. 9th Sts, HopKina
ville, Ky.
When Speed Is Essential
One of our light, well bu
ilt and unequalled Road 
Wagons,
with rubber tires, meets t
he demand as nothing else can.
Every part of the vehic
le displays the same superior
ity in
construction, only the hig
hest grade of materials bein
g em-
ployed in the process of
 manufacture. Our carria
ge quar-
tette, speed, strength





The name that appears above is a
synonym for progress, push and en-
say. When Mr. E. B Bassett
IMMO to this city and entered upon
his business career he vet
pace--and be has never for
a Elwin
a brief
moment slackened it in the slightest
degree. Since the first day he
opened his store for business he has
kept his competitors on the jump,"
kept them "guessing... has never
given them a chinos to forget that
he was here not for his health nor
pleasure, but for business, strictly
for business. The men who have
"gone up against him" in the com-
mercial ring have never had to be
told that they had been in a fight
He is satisfied with nothing short of
success in anything he undertakes,
and if untiring energy and seal can
possibly win, he is always sure to be
victorious.
It can truthfully be said that Mr.
Bassett has completely revolution-
ised the dry goods business in Hop-
since his arrival here.
Within a short while after he came
a big change was notioeable to even
the most casual observer, and
changes ,continued until a oom-
pike metamorphoiis has
resulted. The dry goods business
in Hopkinsville is now about the
livliest pursuit of the kind to be
found in this section of the State.
The competition is now so warm
that a man does well to go into some
other line of business unless he is
prepared to keep wide awake.
Mr. Bassett has always enjoyed a
large patronage, his store at tbe cor-
ner of Eighth and Main streets is
always a scene of activity; his clerks
are always busy, and being a firm
believer in the efficacy of printers'
ink, his list of patrons is always
growing larger. He not only
knows how to secure patron., but he
knows how to retain them, and this
he does by always hsviag on hand a.
well assorted line of bright, fresh
new goods of the very latest styles,
which he dells at the moil reason-
able prices possible.
J. T. Wall & Co.
The firm. of J. T. Wall & Co.
which conducts the only store in the
city devoted exclusively to the cloth-
ing business: is composed of Messrs
J. T. Wall and Robt. S. Green, and
was virtually established in 1888. as
it is the successor to the Mammoth
Clothing & Shoe Co., which succeed-
ed Pye. Dicken & Wall, of which
both of these gentlemen were origin.
ally members, making it one of the
oldest as well as one of the most
popular establishments in the city.
These two wide-awake, popular
business men need no introduction
to the public. By • strict and con-
scientious adherence to business
principles and by uniform and inva-
riable fair dealings, superinduce.
meats in the way of stocks and
prices, they have built up a business
inferior to none other in this city of
very enterprising and progressive
merchants. They should feel proud
of their achievements in this direc-
tion. They carry a line of clothing
from which the poorest and richest
citizens may each secure garments to
fit their taste, their form and their
puree. Everything in the way of
bate—straw hats, woolen hate, soft
hats, stiff hats, big hate, little hats
and all sizes of hats of the very lat-
est lind most approved styles are to
be found in their house, and their
prices are such as are acceptable to
all. They are always satisfied with
a fair, just, honest profit. believin ji
in turning over their money rapidly
and often instead of trying to be-
come rich from one sale.
In the gents' furnishing goods line
this firm is famous, making it an in-
variable rule to always carry a large
line. Its neck weer department is
always tilled vial: the latest and
most attractive ties of the most ap-
proved designs and in the most
fashionable colors. Whatever is new
--"just out"--can always be found
there, the firm making it a point to
eater to the wants of those who are
after "fads- while they are really
"fads"--before they have been dis-
carded by stylish people of the
large cities. In short, these gentle-
men have a real , first-class clothing
and gents furnishing goods estab-
lishment.
Christian county people have
spent hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars to get railroads while the public
highways at home have been neg-
lected. What they have been gain-
ing by fair railroad rates they have
been losing on their bad dirt roads.
The cost of hauling farm products
from the farm to the depots fre-
quently amounts to more than the
railroad charges from point of ship-
ment to the big markets of the coun-
try. This can be remedied by build-
ing our public highways on scientific
plans Come to the Good Roads
convention at Hopkinsville on July
10th and 11th and let experts show
you how it can be done. The knowl-
edge that you will acquire by seeing
experts work will fully repay you
for your trouble.
"The Racket', is a most appropri-
ate name for the big store at Tenth
snd Main streets conducted by Mr.
J. M. Ward. for it moat certainly
stirs up a racket and creates excite-
ment in the business world in Hop-
kinsville, especially among the house
keepers of the city, who have long
since come to know that in that es-
tablishment can be found almost
anything that one needs in ordinary
everyday life. Mr. Ward is a hust-
ler, a fact that he has fully impress-
ed upon the people of the city since
he has been a resident of it. He
does everything in • business man-
ner and on a large scale, and when
he buys a stock it is always a big
one and contains "something of ev-
erything." Anything that anybody
may want can always be found in
this mammoth store. He makes his
prices as low as is consistent with
the necessities of business, as low as
he can- low enough to suit even
the most careful buyer. That's one
key to his success in business. While
Mr. Ward carries an immense stock
of goods, he doesn't sacrifice quality
for quantity. He gives everybody
the goods that they want, the best
that their money can possibly buy
anywhere. Persons who doubt this
have only to go to his store and pat-
ronize him in order to be convinced
on this point.
There never was a larger nor more
carefully selected stock nor one con-
taining a more varied assortment
than is the one that now fills the
shelves at "The Racaet." Some-
thing of everything ever kept in a
store of any kind can be found at
"The Racket.- That's what Mr.
Ward is there for, to satisfy, to fill
the needs of the public. One can
almost, if not completely, furnish a
house out and out, from top to hot•
tom, out of the stock to be found at
-The Racket.- If you don't believe
it, try it.
the Associated Press. of Chicago.
Others are the special crew sent by
the railway from Chicago, a numb
er
of experienced laborers, six expe
rt
mechanics and a staff of correspon-
dents.
This -Good Roads- train will ar-
rive at the Illinois Central station
in Hopkinsville some time of the
day on July 5. The machinery will
be at once taken to the spot where
the mile of sample road is to be
made—which is out on the Cox Mill
road about one mile from the city
just beyond the bridge. The
The work will be begun at once and
will continue about a week, and it
will be explained to the public
as it proiressee
The fiscal court of the county has
appropriated $1,250 to pay the ex-
penses of building this sample road.
The city council has appropriated
$300 and a little over $500 has been
raised by private subscription to
bear the expenses of the great con-
vention to be held in this city on
July 10th and 11th. The private
subscription fund will be further in-
creased before the date for the con-
vention.
On July 10th—the first day of the
convention—there will be a great in-
dustrial display, an industrial parade
in which every business house in the
city will be represented. The parade
will be through the principal streets
of the city, and to make things lively
there will be two brass bands to
discourse popular airs.
There will be a number of dietin
guished speakers on hand to address
the convention. A full list of them
can't yet be given, as many who have
been invited to speak have not yet
replied to the invitation. The gov-
ernors of Kentucky, Tennessee and
Illinois have been invited and an in-
vitation has been extended to Henry
Wetterson, of the Courier-Journal.
An effort is also being made to get
Hon. Hoke Smith. of Georgia. who
was Secretary of the Interior under
Cleveland's last administration, to
come here and deliver the address
that he recently delivered before the
Southern Industrial Convention at
Philadelphia.
The Good Roads Convention is
going to be made the biggest event
in Hopkineville's history. The rail-
roods will grant a rate of one-fare
for the round trip to all points with-
in a radius of one hundred miles
from Hopkinsville, and there will be
thousands of visitors here from every
town and county in Western Ken
tucky. Everybody is invited and
most everybody will come.
fir. T. M. Jones
Mr. T. M. Jones, the popular pro-
prietor of the large dry goods estab-
lishment at the Northwest corner of
Seventh and Main streets, is one of
the most successful merchants in this
city. He is successful because be
thoroughly understands his business;
because he studies and acquaints
himself with the tastes of the people
and always makes it a point to grati-
fy them: because he keeps up with
the procession -has his large stocks
of various kinds always up to date,
and his prices so fixed as to com-
mand the attention of everybody
needing anything in his line. In
short,he is suceessful because the en-
tire public has confidence in him —
confidence in his ability to buy goods
and confidence in his honesty in sell-
ing them. He has been in business
in this city so long that had he not
been a capable and honest man he
would not have the large and lucre-
tive patronage that he now enjoye.
Mr. Jones has on hand one of the
largest and best assorted stocks of
dry goods, carpets, etc., to be found
anywhere in Western Kentucky—un-
surpassed in quality and at prima as
fair and as reasonable as any one
could desire.
Mr. Jones is in every way worthy
of the high place that he occupies in
the estimation of the public--both
as a man and as a merchant.
$2 so Hat Free!
arm, I KW • $2
,arght.t nninber
haTrowaiinlybefagrimreor oforrf
of our newspaper iinvertisementsclipp,d
from the newspapers since Jun y .t
keit. Oontebtants will bring ti.-
the morning of Joly 11. 1$01.
J I WALL er 00 •
tjr Ilcu and 7th St.
Jewelry, Diamonds, Watches, Clocks. Sterling Silver Ware.
Cut Glass, Fancy Goods, Art Novelties, Eye Glasses,
Fine: Watch,: Clock: and : All: Kinds : Jewelry : Repaired :Promptly,
Guitars, Violins, Banjos, Mandolins and all kinds Musical Goods, strings
and fixtures, Sheet Music, SEWING MACHINES. drop leaf, $16.
drop head, $18.50. Butt,erick Patterns of all kinds.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
Carpets, Rugs, Mattings, Oil Cloths
and Linoletuns.
Both QUALITY and PRICE is My Motto.
Call at store when you attend the Good
Roads Convention.
Cor. 7th & Main, Hopkinsville
Capital and Surplus $120,000
Transacts a general banking business and invites correspondence. Collections
solicited. Courteous prompt and careful attention given to allimsiness entrusted to us
.
OFFICERS—Henry C. Gant, President 7.1. E. McPherson, Cashier; H. L. Mc-
Pherson, Assistant Cashier. DIRECTORS—Henry C Gant, John P Garnett, C H B
ush,
W T Fowler, Dr E S Stuord.
Cs fl. LAypiE,
Livery, Feed and Sales Stable.
First-Class Turnouts. Funeral, Party and Wedding Work a Specialty. flules




By Up-to-Date Methods and
..Suits from $25.00 to $50.00
J. L. Tobin, The Tailor.
MAIN 8TREET, HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
20th Century Leaders!
Columbia,llartford and Rugby Bicycles!
From $25 to $75. We carry the only complete line of bicycles and bicycle sun-
dries in this part of the state, and wholesale and retail Graphophones and Phonograph
s
and music for both. Send us your repair work on wheels and guns we have the bes
t
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qoastion of improving the
• roads is one that is now at-
▪ the attention of the entire
try, and of the South especial-
• movement for better high-
is due to the bicyclists of the
,—the League of American
men. Some years ago—seven
• t, probably--the league. with
ce of Mr. Pope, the man-
r of the Columbia bicycle,
to agitate the guar-
of better roads for the entire
try, pointing out the fact that
cle was coming into general
everywhere and that it could not
Fied on the average public road,
as the cyolista were tax payers
wished to use the public high-
they were entitled to considers-
As a result of this agitation
Good Roads Aseocia-
was organized and a systematic
at once inaugurated to arouse
blic to a realization of the
' importance of having good
The press of the country
up the matter and continued
ter day and week after week
is it and lay before the peo-
reasons why they couldn't al-
to have inferior public roads,
now every section of the coun-
aroused, and the people are
the matter deep thought and
• g for the blot way in which
niplish the long delayed duty.
THI LOCAL MOVIIIINT.
Christian county the public
y question has been before
for quite a number of
having been kept prominent
of a large portion of the
to have all the roads of the
piked by taxation, and from
time various plans for road
salient have been before the
for oonaideretion. The pre*-
, movement, however, had
• lent year in the determine.
the business men of Hop-
lie to do all theycould to ben-
di • city and the
et the county in the vital
ot good roads. They saw
all over tbe county for bet-
roads that oeuld be used
months in the year. They
that the farmers of the coun-
Se business interest of the
being seriously injured by
‘levied on the people at the
tollgates in the county—and
decided that the tollgates
go.
went earnestly and systemat-
werk,called. together the no.
meetings and laid be.
their need of better roads
their attention to the evils
tailgate system and the own-
of the public highwajs by




plan suggested for relief was dis-
cussed entirely on its merits until a
just, equitable and feasible plan was
finally arranged and the matter was
submitted at the last November elec-
tion to the voters at the polls, where
it was indorsed by a majority which
would have been much larger than
it was if all the people bad under-
stood the matter thoroughly. As a
result of this work the tollgates wt.!)
go on July let next and all the
pikes now in existence will be free,
and the other public roads will be
piked as rapidly as may be feasible
until every important road in the
county is macadamized, and then it
is likely that even those persons who
were opposed to free pikes at the
polls last year will be compelled to
acknowledge the wisdom of the
course teat has just been adopted by
the fiscal court in obedience to the
mandate of the people as expressed
by their ballots.
That greatest of all great French.
men--the "Great" Napoleon, declar-
ed that a nation's public roads
was the measure of its civilization.
In the course of a few years Chris-
tian county will have roads unsur-
passed by those of any county in
Kentucay.
4+001) ROADS CONVENTIoN.
Some time since the National Goo::
Roads Association conceived the idea
of sending expert road builders over
the country to instruct people every-
where as to the methods of building
a road on scientific principles so that
sections in which the people desired
to improve their roads might be en-
abled to work to better advantage.
The Austin Manufacturing Co., of
Harvey, Ill., and Austin & Western
Co.. of Chicago, manufacturers of
road building machinery, offered to
furnish the necessary machinery and
experts to go along and explain the
work, and the Illinois Central Rail-
road company furnished—at an ex-
pense to itself of $25,000—the train
to carry the machinery and the ex-
perts who have charge of the work.
The Good Roads train, which will
reach Hopkineville an July 5th, is be-
decked with signboards and the ma-
chinery on the fiat care is all bright
and new. The most important piece
of machinery in the whole outfit is
one that will do the work of one
hundred men on the road. It is
known as the New Era railroad gra-
der, ditcher, wagon loader and road
builder. It is used principally in
new construction work and on im-
provement work on roads that have
never been graded. It is an immense
machine but a comprehensive idea of
it could hardly be had from an in-
spection of it on the Cars. It takes
up an entire car even when taken to
pieces. There is a huge plow at the





turns ie dirt into a conveyor. This
works rapidly and carries the dirt up
to an elevation of possibly fourteen
feet. Then it is deposited on the
crown of the grade or is automati-
cally loaded into wagons to be haul-
ed away. It is also used on railroad
lines far ditching and grading. It
is operated by six teams and three
men and is corusidered by experts to
be one of the most perfect machines
used in the construction of roads.
The second car in the outfit is tak
en up with a number of wagons us-
ed on construction work.
On car No. 3 are the great :rollers
used for packing down the macadam
They are of the reversible kind and
can be operated backward and for
ward without turning the actual
roller. This does away with the
possibility of making a break in the
roadway.
There are two in the equipment of
the special train, and both of them
weigh three and a half tons. The
great rock crusher comes next. It
is a pondrous machine and is opera-
ted by a traction engine of consider-
able power. The *creeper through
which the macadam is passed before
it is thought to be fit for use and the
spreading carts which can lay the
deposit on the road evenly at any
depth desired by the operator occu-
py the next car. Then there is the
blade machine, plows and several
other smaller implements used in the
construction of good roads. Aboard
the train there are also many imple-
ments used in the street cleaning de
partments of big cities, such as rota-
ry brooms, collection carte, a "glean-
er," which is used in cleaning wobble
or block paved streets. The latter
is made with steel flanges, which get
into the crevices and remove the dirt
In fact, there is everything imagine
ble on the train that is useful both
in the construction of good roads
and their subsequent keeping in
good condition.
Aboard the train are the following:
President W. H. Moore and Secreta-
ry R. W. Richardson, of the National
Good Roads Association; Hon. Mar-
tin Dodge, of the Office of Public
Road Inquiries; Chas. T. Harrison,
special agent and road expert; Allen
Cosgrove. traveling secretary of the
Good Roads train and the represen-
tative of the Austin Manufacturing
Company, of Chicago; W. A. Irvin,
civil engineer and road expert with
the National Good Roads Associa-
tion; 0. W. Fling, of Louisville; H
E. Bishop, rock crusher expert, of
Beloit, Wia , N. T. Smith, of Fair-
field, Ia., road expert with the Aus-
tin & Western Co., W. H. Morenue,
grader expert, of Chicago. and Wal-
ter C Whiffin, a representative of
CONTINVID ON VOWITH PA(tH
"Like An Army Leh Banners
Are the Pleased Patrons of
Hopkinsville's Best Dry Goods Store!
A store unique i4 its bargain cheapness and unequalled
in it merchandise gcodness.
Always "A good deal more for a good deal less" in
DRY GOODS, MEN'S FURNISHINGS AND NOTIONS.
liepkinsville, KY.
"HAVE THE BET AND MAKE NO MISTAKE.,"
The Old Reliable
Jeweler and Optician,M. i).
No. 8, Main St., Opp. Court House, HopKinsville, Ky.
Keeps the most complete stock of Diamonds, Fine Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Sterl-
ing S4ver and Plated Ware, Holland's Gold Pens and everything
in keeping with a first Class e l
t
welry Store.a A Watchmaker of Acknowledgei Superiority.
A Graduated 1ENTIFIC OPTICIAN!
The intelligent and wise people always p4ronize the business house of estab-
lished reputation for honesty and square deal' g, and the reliable workmanship,
which is only acquired by long years of experience.
SUCH IS RE HOUSE OF M. D. KELLY. Established in Cadiz, Hy., in 1886;Hopkinsville, 1888.
W/E are the biggest contracting firm and operate the big-
w gest Planing 11l11 in Kentucky.
We manufacture the MOGUL, the best wagon in
Kentucky.
We have the second largest repository and stock of Buggies
and Carriages in Kentucky.
This sounds like horn-blowing but its true.
1PorlbeIz 13rco.,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
The Big RACKET Store
Carries a full line of Notions, Stationary, Ribbon, Limos, Embroidery, Insertions. All Over Laces and
Embroidery, Millinery Flowers, Ladies and Men's Belts, Hosiery, Ladies' Muslin and Knitted Underwear, Lad-
ies and Men's Neckwear, Towels. Towel Crash, Table Linen, Table Napkins, Lawn, Organdies, White Dress
Goods, Pliptes and other dress fabrics Ladies Shirt Waists. Ready Made Dress Skirt., Lutist! and Men's Um-
brellas, Ladies and Mein's Handkerchiefs, Domestics and Calicoes, Shoes and Slippers, Men's Underwear, Mena
and Boys Work and Dress Shirts, Buggy It)bee, Buggy Whips, Mens and Boys Hats, Boys Suits, Meats and
Boys Overalls and Odd Pants, Mons and Boys Suspenders, Ladies and Mens Kid Glove., Men's Work Gloves.
SECOND FLOOR—We have a big line of straw =Wage from 9 3 4e up: carpets, rue, lace curtains,
window shade*. curtain poles, chenille and tapestry Fortier curtains, table covers and lambkins, picture and
photo frames and many other useful merchandise.
New Goods Coming Regular.
Come to the Racket when you are in the city and inspect its many different merchandise. We can are
you money. You are are always welcome whether you spend a penny or not.
J. M. WARD, - MANAGER.
If You Wish to Travel a Good Road
Avoid the ruts of 50 per cent. profits,
the rocks of high prices and the mud-
holes of unpaid accounts by trading at
BURCLH'S SPOT CASH GROCERY
No.„13 Main St, Hopkiusville. Ky Phone :271
Hopli,insville: Best TownOn Earth!
Hopkinsville is the capital of the
county of Christian. The county of
Anglian is one of the largest, most
hrtile, most populous, most pros-
perous in the great Commonwealth
of Kentucky. Its area exceeds seven
hundred square miles; its population
is now nearly forty thousand souls;
its aggregate wealth exceeds twelve
millions of dollars. It is the largest
tobacco producing oounty in the
world, its annual product of this
great staple exoe•ding fifteen million
pounds; it produces more wheat than
any other county in the State of Ken-
tacky, the average yield amounting
to more than eight hundred thous-
and bushels. Set these figures down
and mate a little calculation upon a
basis of market value and see what
the result will be. By this you will
be able to gather some idea of the
agricultural resources of the county
of which Hopkinsville is the capital.
And do not forget that in the pro-
duction of corn, hay, fruits, live stook
and all farm products peculiar to
this soil and climate Christian oonn-
of Hopkinsville are not 'overshadow-
ed and eclipsed by the greater cities
and the policy of the competing lines
of railroads is rather to build up and
create new enterprises and to pro-
mote her interests than to handicap
and destroy them. Half way between
Evansville and Nashville she is far
enough from both to be removed
from their ,competition in the local
trade and the loyalty of her people
to her own interests keep their
money in circulation at home.
Hopkinsville is built upon solid
ground literally as well as figurative-
ly. The marvelous inereliee in wealth,
population, public improvements ant
private enterprises during the laid
ten years attests this fact. This
growth and improvement is not due
to artificial conditions such as those
which invest the meteoric existence
of so many boom towns; but it is the
result of the natural causes and con-
ditions set out above, causes which
will continue to operate, being inde-
pendent of stock fluctuations, capi-
talists' caprices or legislation.
Main Street Looking North.
ty stands well at the front. And re-
member, too, that nature, in her
bounty, has planted beneath her
northern hills, in exhaustless quanti-
ties, the finest quality of coal which
lies within easy reach of her flourish-
* capital, and with good roads this
will be developed.
A bird's eye view of Christian
county would show on the south a
broad expanse of level country seam-
ed with beautiful clear streams and
miles of white turnpike roads con-
verging from every direction toward
the center; dotting this landscape
here and there are cottages and man-
sions, the homes of comfort and of
plenty. To the North the scene is
clanged and the landscape assumes
a most rugged but no less pictures-
que aspect. Towering hills crowned
with foilage and giant foiest trees
sise up and between them green val-
leys smile with the fruits of husbsn-
dry. Near the geographical center
at this picture, just where the hills
terminate and the level lands begin,
yea can see the lofty steeples and
spires of churcheeland schools, the
toweriag smokestacks of factories
and your ear agar the distant
ham of machinery and murmur of
industry.
This is Hopkinsville, already one
of the busiest and most progressive
cities of the state and destinued to
become the most important 0011111W-
cid center in this section of the
country and good roads will help to
bring about this result
Is this an extravsgant assertion/
Ls it the over :sanguine opinion of
cue whose efforts have all been di-
rected to this end? Are we warrant-
ed by the:facts in throwing over the
future such a rosy tint! Let us see!
By reason of her geographical lo-
cation, her accessibility, her railroad
facilities, her system of turnpikes to
be made free onl the first of next
month, the indisputable sway of her
tobacco markets the great flouring
mills in operation, creating an un-
failing demand and a steady market
for grain, her tobacco factories, she
becomes the natural market not only
for Christian county's forty thous-
and people but for an area of wan-
icy which her rivals cannot reach,
representing portions of Trigg,Cald-
well, Hopkins, :Todd and hiuhlen.
berg counties, whose products and
whose people find a market here-Un-
like the neighboring cities who
aspire to be her rivals, the industries
Hopkinsville is noted for its fine
public buildings, colleges. churchee,
and handsome residences. Its streets
are broad and level, business tlocke
imposing in appearance, substantial
in construction and will compare
very favorably with those of much
larger cities. The city has both gee
and electric lights, good police and
fire protection, telephone and tele-
graph facilities, fine public school
buildinga, two colleges and a male
high school, twelve churches and a
large tabernacle, four printing offices
issuing daily, semi-weekly and week-
ly newspapers, and many lodges.
It also has large flouring mills, ma-
chine shops, largest planing mill in
Western Kentucky, carriage facto-
ries, eight large tobacco warehouses,
several tobacco stemmeries and re-
handling houses, a tobacco factory,
three cigar factories and a tobacco
market second only to Louisville.
Likewise lime works, steam lane-
dries, broom factories, bottle works.
ville, have been, since their founda-
tion, under the management of able
educators
Forbes & Bro.
From a small blacksmith shop that
thirty years ago stood on the aorner
of Tenth and Virginia streets there
sprang the largest, most comprehen-
sive, business enterprise of which the
city of Hopkinsville can now boast,
owned by Forbes & Bro.—M. C.
Forbes and J. K. Forbes—tw,) of
the town's most worthy and success-
ful business men. These two gen-
tlemen declare that this blacksmith
shop—less than thirty years • ago--
represented their entire worldly pos-
session. BaL they had in addition
brains, energy, push, determination
and fine character—a sure founda-
tion upon which to build and they
builded, and today Forbes A; Bros'.
big establishments covering several
squares of the city stand forth to
show what pluck and energy can do
when directed by brains.
These gentlemen have today one
of the largest establishments in the
state of Kentucky, giving employ-
ment to hundreds of men and in that
way directly benefitting thousands of
people. Their large building on
the corner of Tenth andMaia streets
is divided into departments—
each containing within itself a dis-
tinct business. There is to be found
a planing mill, a blacksmith shop
in which harrows are made, reaper;
binders, threshing machines, steam
engines and machinery of every de-
scription overhauled and repaired, a
factory in which the famous "Mogul"
wagons are made, a harness shop in
which harness of every sort is manu-
factured, a factory in which hogs-
heads are made, in short, there are
industries far too numerous to men-
tion in a limited space. The Main
street entrance to the building is
into the hardware department,where
an immense stock is always on hand,
including a large line of bicycles of
leading brands.
As contractors and builders this
firm is known all over Southern
Kentucky, and always has on hand
a large number of houses in process
of construction. It has erected
some of the :handsomest buildings
in this section of the state.
In the person of Mr. George E.
Gary the firm has a most capable,
enterprising and popular general
manager, who carefully supervises
all the departments.
Forbes & Bro. have been of in-
calculable benefit to the city of
Hopkinsville,furnishing employment
to such a large number of her citi-
zens. Every citizen of the town,
male and female, black and white,
young and old,sincersly wishes to see
the firm continue to prosper and
enlarge its business.
Ninth Street Looking East.
ice factories and other industrier.
Four banks with capital stock aggre-
gating $260,000, each carrying a
large surplus and with other reeour -
cos amounting to more than three
times that much; and a flourishing
Building and Loan Association. It
also has the finest hotel to be found
in Kentucky--the Hotel Latham.
which cost more than one hundred
thousand dollars and of which Hop-
kinsville people people are justly
very proud.
Hopkinsville is also very proud of
her public schools These schools
daily summon over 1300 pupils to
recitations- These excellent schools
the glory and strength of Hopkins
Messrs. James K. and M. C.
Forbes are seli'-made men-and they
have reason to be proud of the job.
They have doubtless long since sur-
passed the limits that they in their
early days set in their expectations.
Every farmer in Christian and ad-
joining counties who can do so
should come to Hopkinsville on July
5th and see the experts with the
Good Road train build a mile of
public road on scientific plans. The
information gained will pay them
for their trouble.





Deposits June 15, 1901,
. T.Cooper & Co
WHOLESALE & RETAIL GROCERS.
Carry the most complete line and have the largest stock to
select from and make the lowest prices of any house in Western
Kentucky- You are always welcome whether you want to buy or
not. Yours to Please,
W. T. Cooper de Co.,
Op. Court House, Hopkinsville, Ky.
One Million Brick For Sal
We carry a large stock,'
first class building brick. P
ing brick a specialty.
Lime, Cement, Fire Cla
Fire Brickiand Sewer
Pipe.
Office 49, (;th Street, r
Planter's Bank. Office 'pho
51. Yard North ,Jesup A
Phone 119.
(Par'tial View of Our Mammoth Plant)
DALTON BROS. ontractor
Builders and Brick Manufacturers. Daily capacity 50,000.
Hurrah! For Good Road
Busy Store
Everybody Is InTited.
Make our store your headquarte
Keep your eye on us. We will
Surprise You.





. . . $60,000.
. . . 50,000.
. . 14,625.
. . 257,791.
DIRECTORS—W. W. Garnett, J. E. Croft, C. A. Th
ompson,
E. B. Long and W. T. Tandy.
oi BOOM STORE
Fine Stationery 8c Engraving
Send us your order for Visit-
ing Cards, Wedding Invita-
tions, etc
Wall Paper & Window Shades
We cap save money for you
in this department if you will
give us an opportunity
Pictures and Picture
Let us frame your pi
We are virtually the •



















Ex-Gov. Pingree, Of Mich-
igan, Succumbs.
lie Was Fbur Times flay-
or And Twice
Governor.
(Special to New Eu• )
LONDON, Eng , June le --le:Ai ry
Hazen Sinter Pingree, of Michigan
died here last night of cancerous affec-
tion of the intestines. He was four times
mayor of Detroit and twice governor of
Michigan. While be was mayor, he at
oompluthed many municipal reforms,
among others forcing the gas company
to lower their rates 50 cleats per thous-
and ; establiahing the public lighting
plant, organising the Detroit railway on
a three cent fare basis, loweriog tele-
phone rates and breaking ups number
of sewer and paving rings that were
thriving when he came into office. His
potato patch scheme for the relief of the
poor of the city was ex:ensively copied,
and brought him mach fame. While
governor Mr. Pingree devoted his ener-
gies toward nearing a law taxing rail-
roads and oorporate property on an an
ad 'More= basis instead of specifically
on their earnings. His efforts resulted
in the pasesge of a law along these lines
by the lass legislature.
JULY DELINEATOR.
The Delineator for July is one of the
moat notable numbers ever published.
It consists of 150 pages, beautifully il-
lustrated. It is called the Pan American
Exposition /loather and the most girth
ins teatime is the elaborate article on the
Pan- American Exposition, showing re-
productions of the original color sketches
by 0. Y. Turner, director of color to the
exposition. The Delineator is the only
magazine which has had the advantage
of °eking directly from these drawings.no,...
of the other strong features are
tons of Ion don Drees and Gm-
sip in Paris, Illustrated Oookery, A
Group of Shirtwaisee. Midsummer itress
Fabrics, Hair Dressing a is Mode, Oro-
okettlng, Lace-making. Pastimes for
Children, How to Wash Shirtwaists,
°tub Wesson and Olub Life, Girl's In-
tense' and Oocupations. The literary
feseares Include "The Farm Mistresses
of the Future," an illustrated article on
the prammal education of girls , "Ac-
cording to the Oode," a romance by Vir-
ginia Preset Boyle; "Stories of Authors'
Loves," by Olars E. Lsogblin ; and "A
Dream of Red Roses.- by Mary Tracy
Earle, The Delineator for July merits
the praise bestowed upon it by those
who oall it the ideal woman's magazine.
ELKS' ENTERPRISE.
The Owensboro Elks will organize an
Elks' band. It is proposed to buy floe
instruments, and so take men to that
city and give them employment at their
various trades to form a first-clam band,
in connection with a number of good
musiciane who already have their homes
In that city.
In order Sc add to the fund for the
perehase of the inetrumenes the Elks
will arrange for • game of base ball
witgi the Henderson or Hopkinsville
Ilk., in whioh all the players will he
masaltars of the two Lodges
A BIRTH.
_
Born, last night, to the wife Mr Wil-
liam II Harris( n. of Bethel Female
college, a eon.
HAPPY OUTING PAR1 V.
A meet y crowd of young peoile left
this lamming for Earlington to attend a
plonk under the auspices of the Delfeall
Society of the Baptist °hutch. They
will return al 6:17 Shia afternoon.
•
OEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE MEETINO.
The Democratic ()warty oommitsm
will meet tire first Monday in July at
one ,clock, p in , in the city court
room.
Bastness of great importance will be
Irsassoted and a full attendei of the
members is urged
CROP PROSPECTS
Are Very Mock Improved By
Rains Over The State,
Copious
The peat week his been the al,..t fa-
vorable of the mason. Warm, showery
weather prevailed over the greater por-
tion of the state, the heaviest rainfall
being in the southern porticn
WiteM Is ripening and She harvest
will begin in a few days in the southern
and western portions; the prospect for
an average atop is good in most pleats,
bat in some localities it wUl be very poor
al 10000ot of drooth just before head-
lag and damage by the Hessian fey.
The Whew° crop is practically all set.
The scrooge is less iota usual, espeoial-
ly in the central and northern pert' us,
due to scarcity of plants and repe,tted
Weeks from cutworms; it is late, Mit is
' getting an excellent start by reason of
the numerous light rains.
ieorn la late, bus is now making a rap-
id growth. Usti heeded low and, al-
though in many places they have im-
proved recently, they will be a short
crop. Grass has improved rapidly.
Gardens are making an excellent growth,
Apples are dropping badly, but other
fruits are promising, peaches especially
so Irish potatoes are tine, but bugs are
rather hard on them at present.
Farm wcrk was delayed by rain in
some motions, but is generally fairly
well op.
BLAKELY REUNION.
The Blakely brothers hive a reunion
today at Bowling Green with Dr. W.
H. Blakeiey. They have been hay. • a
reaniou once a year for several years
Welt ono of the brothers. of % ,oni there
aro six, m follows: N. F. Blakely,
Iraeleisaville; Chas. Blakeley, Norton-
Tali; J. D. aLd Dr. J. J. Blakely, Ow-
eashase, sod Dr. W H. Blakely, Bow-
geses.—Madisouvills Hustler.
ptIlSOMAL MOTES.
Misses Madge Tyler and Aline Jones,
of Princeton, are visiting Mow Vi:gie
Neaten).
Mies M.115 Barker, of fOuuedy, is
visiting Mrs J D Morris.
Mrs Eugene Wood has returned from
a two weeks' stay at Dawboo.
Gay Starling has gone to Dawson for
a stay of a few days.
Mrs. T. W Long will return from I
Dawson this afternoon
Mr W. J. Nuibett, of Madisonville, is 
Next
in the city en route to Oteruleau.,
NOTES ABOUT
GOOD ROADS
Best investment The Far-
mers Can Make.
Miss Louise Downer has ret urned from
Boston and will spend the summer with
her sister, Mrs. B. F. Eager.
Mrs. Vantlulin has returned to Padu•
cab after a visit to the family of Mrs
E. 0, Glass.
Little Miss Rosalie Green, of the coua
try, is visiting her aunt, Mrs Hunter
Wood, on 7th St.
Mr. W. H. Pinkerton went to Hop-
kinsville this morning to attend the
summer 'school of the (linemen church,
He will return Saturday - Paducah
Democrat.
Mrs. M. F Green, of Mayfield. is vis
(ling her son, Robert Green.
Rev. R. L. Oave, of Olarksville, is at
tending the Bible Sehool now in session
at the Ohristian church
Mrs. J. W. Bingham, who has been
visiting friends here. hos returned to
Marion.
Prof J. W. Loewe, of l'hurc'i Hill.
Ohristian county, was the guest of W
T. Oaricse and family, of this city, laps
week.—Marion Press.
Mrs. Llano Terry, of Rueseliville, is
visiting the family of Mr. K. L. Terry
From Wednesday's deity.
MRS Eva Brian, of Madieoterille, is
viriting friends in the city.
Rev. Joseph Armistead arrived in tbe
city yesterday from Lexington
Mlle Ethel Renahaw is visiting the
family of lir J W. Long at Madison.
villa.
Dr. Jae. E. Oldham wi:-. called to Ma-
rion. Ky today on professional Gael
nets
Miss Mamie Holland, who has been
visiting Mies Mary &yen. returned to
Shelbyville this morning.
Mimes Annie Showers and Ewing
Brandon. of Elkton, visited friends in
the city the first of the week.'
Mrs. John L. Waller, who has been
visiting relatives at Msditionville for
several weeks has returned home.
Mrs. E. Wheeler. who has been the
guest of her grand-daughter, Mts. Jchn
D Einem, in wenboro. returbed home
yesterday.
Misses Louise Nourse and Oarrie
Leavell, who have been attending the
Art Academy at Ohicago for several
months past, returned home yesterday
Mrs. Judge Turley and family, of
Natchez, Miss , arrived in the city yes-
terday to spend the summer at the
country borne of her mother, Mrs Elie-
abeth Wheeler, near the city.
Dr. Ashley went to Hopkinsville yes-
terday Rev. E. B. Bourland went
So Hopkineville yesterday Rev. J
A. McCord, of Hopkinaville, opens the
day with Rev. Pryce Gatlin yesterday--
Madisonville Hustler.
From Tuesday's dell,.
Lucien Davis was in Nsithville yester-
day.
Born to the wife of J W. Shadoin •
Hue boy.
Charlie West. Jr , is visiting William
Clark in Olarkeville.
Miss Jessie Greer is visiting relatives in
Carbondale, Ill,
Mr. James H. Anderson has gone to
Dawson to spend several days.
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Armstrong, of
Elkton, are visiting Mrs. D. Corey
on South Virginia street.
Mrs Potter, of Bowling Weep, is
Mr and Mrs. .1. Garland Oooper. '
W. L Bamberger has returned from
French Lick Springs.
Miss Mary Flack returued from
Cluksville Saturday night
Mrs. James Bowling, of Clar kaville,
I. visiting Mrs. Helen Wood
Churchill Blakey went to Auburn
this morning to visit relative".
Missile Pattie and Berthyee Bartley
are vie•ting relatives near Kennedy
Mr. U. B. Underwood weut to Dew
eon today to remain several day.
Mr. Rtobare Holland, of Padueb, is
visiting his niece Miss Johnule Beard.
Mies Mary Napier has returned to
Nasliville after a visit to Mrs. K.
Wyly.
Dr. J. E Oldham btu returned from a
visit of several days to his father et
Franklin, Ky.
Mrs. Flora Bell ind son. Gilmer, have
returned from a vim& to Mies Lula
Mostly near Oseky
Bryant McGehee, Gus Averitt, Robt
°oilier and Ragsdale Hancock, of
Clarksville, spent Sunday in this city.
Miss Bennie Mitchel who has been
visiting Misses Lady and Mattis Oofer
returned to her home in Pliny 400 this
morning.
Mrs. W. H. Bowman and sons,
Welker and Rudolph, of Paducah, are
visiting Mrs. Ellis Bowman on South
Virginia greet,
Mr F J. Mitchell has returned from
Evansville, Ind., where he completed a
course in embalming, receiving the high-
est certificate of proficiency in a large
class.
REAL SUMMER
Next Friday, June 91, is the day when
summer begins, according to the "Aron
°mini arraogement, it being tile long
eat day in the year
^-•
POURTII Of' JULY EXCURSIONS,
On July 2nd., lird. and 41h. the Illinois
Central R. R. Co., will sell round trip
tickets colts line, south of the Ohio
River, at rile of one and one tbIrd fare







The Beard buildings on Main street
were sold this afternoon at public an-
Sion.
Mn. D. Frankel bought all three of
the houses occupied, respeetively, by
Sam Frankel, J. L. Burch, and Davis,
Grace & 0o.
The consideration was pl,g50.
The buildings were first offered sepa-
rately, the highest bidders being Miss
Johnnie Beard, 0'2,000 for the corner
borne, and M. L EH% $6,000 and $4,600
for the other two. They were then
offered as a whole.
The Boute property, in the rear of





Good roads are the best investments
the farmer cau make. The wet of haul-
ing his products SO market can be easily
cut in two by the Dee of modern roads.
The next legislature will be called up-
on to pairs • modeTA road law. In New
York, New Jersey:. Oonnectiout and
other state" the state has an engineer
and gives state aid to the construction
of important thoroughfares.
KentuAty was a pioneer state Iii the
construction of good roads, and some of
the turupikee built fifty and seventy-
fire years ago are model e of rood engi-
neering.
--
Kentui ky has some of the finest turn-
pikes in the world, but President Moore
of the National Good Roads A se ociat,on
says he hasn't seen a single uloderu dirt
road in she state
The National Good Roads Associvion
has been ten years in growing to its
present position of power and useful-
ness. It first built good roads at the
World's Fair, and since then has held
conventions in every part of the United
States. I; has secured the organization
of a good roads bareau in the depart-
ment of agriculture, and has succeeded
in having planks indorsime good roads
inserted in the platform of both parties.
Its object is to promote gcod roads legis-
lation in every state. The next nation-
al convention will be held in Buffet°, in
September, and it is hoped that this






It Is Believed That Other
Suspects Will Be
Lynched.
(Special to the Nate ERA.)
SHREVE:PO:el', La , June 20.—
Frank, better known as -Prophet"
Smith, and F McLand, held at Ben-
ton for complicity in the murder of
John Gray Foster, were take n out by a
mob last night and strung up to a tree.
They were left danglig side by side.
The lynching caused greet surprise as
it was thought ex:ntement had died out.
It is believed that the hanging of other
suspects under arrest will follow.
The lynching occurred on the Arkan
is. road,about one mile and e half from
the jail.
Hotel negroes made statements before
death denying that they bad anything
to do with the killing. Smith, who
was the head of the ”Oharoh of (kid"
movement in that section, and was
blamed as being reispoweble for the een-
Boreal against the whites, which led 80
the death of Foster, died praying. Mc-
leod was silent as be was swung up.
As Smith was being led from the jail
prior to the execution he was heard to
say :
"Lord, you pronneed to be with me
now."
There were about 200 armed men in
the mob and they overpowered timelier-
iff and jailer, taking the keys away
from them. The lycchers claimed that
the execution of these nogroes WAS Dec
wary to the preservation of the lives of
white men in this locality.
BANQUET IN
BRADLEY'S HONOR.
(Special to New Era.)
LANOASTER, Ky Jane 20—A ban.
quit was given here last night in honor
of ex-Clov. William O. Blarney on the
eve of his departure to Louisville, where
he will reside in the future.
SUICIDED ON SWEET-
HEART'S GRAVE.
(Special to New Era
NEW ORLEANS, La June 210 -Miss
Effie Bootlick committed outride today
by taking potion on the grave of lier
fiance, John Morrow, who was killed by
train Tuesday
Constitution Ready.
(Special to New Ere.)
BRISTOL, It I., June :20.—Thanks to
concentration of effort on the part of the
iferreechoff employes, the Constitution
has been completely rigged and is ready
to take the open air again today or to-
morrow. The defects in the rigging
shown by the recent accident have been
remedied. it is believed, and the yacht
made stronger in many ways. The re-
sult of the trial spins of the n.xt few
days will be watched with anxiusi in-
terest by all concerned
Seven Years in Bed.
•"svill wonders ever cease?" inquire
the friends of Mrs. L. Pease, of Law
fence, Kan. They knew she had ben
unable to leave her bed in seven years
co aceount of kidney and liver trouble,
nervous prostration and general debili-
ty ; but, "Three bottles of Electric Bit-
ter, enabled me to walk," she writes,
"and in three months I felt like a new
person." Women suffering front head-
ace, backache, nervonsnems, sleepless-
ness, melancholy, fainting and dizzy
spells will find it a priceless bleeding.
Try it. Satisfaction is guaranteed by
J. 0 Cook, I.. I. Elgin, Andersen &
Fowler and 0. K. Wyly.
Bible $chool.
From Thu mils) I dell)'.
Prof. I oung delighted his li000ir
three time. yesterday at the sessions of
the Summer Bible School. lu the '
morning by his lecture on "The Poetry I
of the Bible," in the afternoon in his To
address on "rhe Bible and Public Edo-
cation" and at night iu his study of
"Romans." Rev. J. B. Briney's second
lecture on Evidences of Ohrisianity was
delivered at yesterday morning's session
Is a worthy companion of his greet
lecture of Tuesday. He gave his third
teeters in his series this morning. A
meet original and thought provoking
address was made at 9:46 teolook yes-
terday by ne7. W. H. Ligon :on "The
Why, What and How of, Christian
Ultion." Mr. Ligon is a man who is
humility* earnest.
Rev. J. L. Hill's morning leotures on
Homiletics are thoughtfully prepared
and easily and grioeficly delivered and
those who have heard him from morn-
ing so morning are to be congratulated,
Mn. E. J. Willie was at the piano in
the opening session of yesterday. Miss
Bettis Long was at the organ at the
night session. Rev. R. L. Oave and
Rev. J. W. Mitchell have been the
lentlem of "Ong in the sessions thus far.
The number in attendance steadily
increases, Among arrivals yesterday
were Rev. N. H. Hinkenon, of Padu-
cah, Rev. R. L. Clark and wits of
Slaughtersville, Rev. N. H. Moore and
Mr. J. P. Rash, of Esrlington. Among
arrivals today were Prof. and Mrs. J. H.
Gardon, Tullahoma, Tenn.
Rev. J. L. Hiii gives nis popular ler-
lure "Tne Chord of the Seventh" at the
church tonight. This is a lecture for
which the bureau Lnder whose an-
spiees Mr. Hill lectures receives a
goodly price. It evi!I be given tonight
free. The lecture has been highly
spoken of by many in Kentucky and
Tennessee who have heerd it and the
lecturer is known ttreughont this re-




Two people are walking along the
road toward the sea--a young man, tall
and stalwart. anti a young woman, also
tall and of a very slight figure.. Her
name b. Rebeeca chainpernown. She
IS tlit• last ilt•seelitlutit of a very ancient
suit famous family, whose prlde Is
almost ber only iiiheritauce.
No one could have believed that ebe
would full in love with A fisherman,
tenet of nil her mother. But so it has
happened. She loves Reuben Gage,
eignin of the [Wittig schooner Anna
Sbeafe.
A. Reuben and Rebecca walk along
the nine they do not spear to talk
mech. Yet in some way. perhaps by
her_ womanly intuitions, she has de-
( evered his great. manly, affectionate
nature.
Reuben has often been on the point
of mpeaking. but the right words failed
him. fuel evonething arose in his throat
that elitiketi utterance. and Rebecca
hae waited. eager, a little impatient at
times and at others almost tempted to
speak ont herself.
Reuben is equally perplexed in his
simple mind. He is sure of only one
thing—that is, the state of his own feel-
ings—but he is not yet able to decide
whether Rebecca loves him. Be would
like a sign. something, however alight.
that would show him where he stood.
Of late he has been unlucky on his
fishing trips In the Anna Sheafe, a
small vessel which he commands and
of which he owns one-quarter. He met
Rebecca less and less often. Somehow,
without money in his pocket, he could
not enjoy au much being with her, felt
less a man and an inequality he could
not explain.
Reuben did not recover his usual
spirits. His good old mother insisted
that he was not well and needed phys-
ic. Reuben took the medicine, being a
good deal of a child ander his mother's
roof.
"Mother," said he, "It does me no
good, but I will take It to please you."
"My son, you Not wait. You've been
behindliand some ilme, and It will take
awhile to get you beforehand again.
These herbs never failed in my experi-
ence, anti I've had a good deal in sick-
en, of one sort or another."
Reuben grew thin and nervous in
spite of the medicine, but be went
about prepa rat Iona for the winter cruis-
ing. Bad luck continued to follow
him; small fares and failing prices
l'ouraged him more and more.
But the greater his depression the
More bin mind dwelt upon Rebecca. le
seine curious hivolved way be had
come to (-mined his ill luck with her.
His brother fishermen, however,
thought it was all on account of his
not wearing white mittens when he set
and lintalbel his trawl lines, it being in
that ,region of fishing villages the nal-
repeal belief of superstition that white
mitten's inuet he worn to insure good
!tele in winter trawling.
But Reuben paid no attention to
what—be thought was a mere fancy.
Ile determined to see her again and
arranged to tee her when her mother_
was Orient.
"I have comet() see you once wore,"
he laid on meeting her, "but perhaps
bad better edit come again."
e"Why?" said Rebecca. "Are you not
always welcome, Captain Gage?"
P'Yes; we never quarrel, and we never
get any further along from one time to
another."
This was more than he had ever been
able to say before in regard to their
personal relation, and he was frigthen-
ed at himself. So he began again from
what he thought was another point;
yet, as out of, the fullness of the heart
the mouth ppenkeeli, he could betray-
ing his true feelings.
"I'm not getting on very well 00W—
no luck, no money, and the Anna
Sheafe getting in debt. I thought I
would tell you, though I do not know
that you will care."
"Yes, I do care, very much, Captain
Gage. I knew something was the mat-
ter, and I heard from one of the village
gossips it was because you neglected or
sneered at tho custom of wearing white
!little:mare the other fishermen do when
eettleg their trawle. Du you think It Is
a silly superetition?"
"Yee, I do, in the main."
"So do 1 when I reason. At other
times 1 half believe in it. There is
something at the bottom of all common
condoms KIRI beliefs which, when
harmless, it is just as well to accept.
Our little village would be very dull
and uninteresting without them."
"I have no particular objection to
white mittens," Reuben replied. "only
I did not happen to have any."
"I thought as much. You would wear
them if you had them?"
"Why, yes, I should."
Rebecca disa d for a moment
and returned holding out a pair of
ppeare
snow white mittens.
"There. I made them for you. I had
to guess at the size. Most girls would
not have who have—brothers," she
said archly. "Let me try them on."
And she pulled one over Reubeu's
hand, but before she could adjust the
ether his hands in some manner had
become inextricably intwined about
her waist. Then they sat down and
completed the trying on again and
again.
They fitted, but Reuben never wore
them afterward. Ile bung them up as
a sacred trophy over the little mirror
in the cabin of his vessel. And lie bad
thereafter good luck enough.
Her Worry.
Ile—You know if you worry about
every little thing It's bound to affect
your health.
His Wife—Yes, I know. That's one











The ladies of the oily are taking
great interest in the Good Roods Oon•
nation, and will aid very materially in
making it the magnificent esteem it
gives every promise of being.






M. H. Nelson, Chairman.
It. L.IWoodard. Secretary.
Maria Petty, F. P. Thomas,
W. T. B:akemore, 0 F. Jarrett,
F. L. Wilkinson, NM Gaither,
T. 0. Underwood, Athby E imunde,



















The executive committee will have
general oversight of all matters na-
turally requiring their attention such as
securing decorated eerriages for the in
dust rich and ft wal parade, arranging
the places of reciption whioh will be
opened in Various 10.!ati ins in the oily,
etc The ladies reception o)ucmittee
will see to the proper reception and en•
tertaintutut of all stranger attending.
especially she lady visitors
For Improvement Of Ohio
River.
kellutity Republicans Propose Him For 
ea0;303,,,,30,30,3•;30333,4,3•
•••• • • •• • • •••
ice President.
VERKES FOM I1101 OFFICE
IThe Republicans of Keutuc have
started a movement in the interest of
John W. Yerkes, now commissioner of Sunday School Workers
internal revenue, for vice president in Will Gather.





To The Trade •
I have a few words to say to you:
:Be sure you GET MY PRICES on everything it: • •
Lexington Leader, started She move-
ment by declaring for Yerkes for presi-
dent. While the republican leaders do
not believe the party would ever conic
to Kentucky for a presideutial maim
nee they are of the opinion that the
state might furnish the vies prestieut
Next week a big Yerkes club will be
formed in Louisville and the organize-
tem proposes to keep the oommissioner'e
name before the public nutil.the next
repubiican national convention
READY FOR THE RUN.
Tboosaods Of People Await lediso Laid
Opening.
The KlowaGoinauche recreation,
whiuh President McKinley will soon
throw open by proclamation to settle-
ment, is BO well known to ex i loran, cat-
tiemen and surveyors and has been so
thoroughly advertised that thoueande of
homeseekers are turned toward it now.
Thousands of peclle line the borders
ready to make the run. The reserva-
tion probably will be the last Indian
land thus offered by the government for
the purpose of settlement for many
years.
The reservatiou comprises 3,000,000
Settlers who go into this new territo-
ry will probably not be inflect to an-
n quinces such as attended the opening
of Oklahoma, for a more practical melt-
ed of filing claims will be enforced.
This will prevent much of the litigation
over title which encumbered the ci.,urts
during the first few years succeeding
the opening of 011h:thorns
DR. KERFOOT IS
SINKING TODAY.
ATLANTA, Os., June 10.— R.v. Dr.
Eerfoot, formerly a promiotnt Kentuc-
ky minister, who has been ill for seven.
al weeks. is dying. His condition bad a
change for the worse last midnight.
LOUISVILLE, Ky, June 90.—Un.•
d•r the auspice@ of the Lenisville
mercisl Glob a 000ference in the inter-
est of Ohio river improvements met
here today. Offi iers of the Ohio Valley
Improvement Association and other
bodies interested in the subject of the
improvement of the Ohio and its tribu-
taries were present, together wish
several c )ngregamen of Kentucky, Ohio
and Indiana. The conference will draft
a special appeal to congress to make an




WASHINGTON, D. 0., June 20.—
Mich interest is shown by offiotals here
over the tour of the Philippines General
Corbin is about to make. He is expect-
ed to leave San Francisco within a few
days on the transport Hancock 'I he
visit of the adjutant general will have
much significance It is understood
that he goes to the ell n is with full ru
dimity to advise General Chaffee and
other officers there as to the general pol-
icy of cooduo'ing the military establish-
ment in the Philippines
A Raging, Roaring Flood
Washed down a telegraph line e blob
Chas. 0. Ellis, of Lisboa, la , had to re-
pair. "Standing waist deep in Toy
water be writes, "gave me a ter. ible
cold and cough. It grew worse dilly.
Finally the beet doctors in Oakland,
Neb., Sioux Oily and Omaha said I hod
consumption and could not live. Then
I began using Dr. King's New Dee:ev-
ery and was wbelly oared by six bot-
tles." Positively guaranteed for coughs
colds end all Olivet end 100ff troubles
by 0. M. Wyly, J U Cook, L. L Elgin





Application Out Of Order
--Former Opinion
Was Followed.
(Special to New Era.)
"%ARMY:UHT, Ky June 40—A ppei-
tate Judge Burnam, before whom the
$t. Bernard ties! Oompone, of Hopkins
county, entered a tuvtion to reinstate
the noted injunction granted by the
clerk of the Hopkinsoionit court to pro.
vent She Pittsburg Ooal Company from
collecting assessments for the assistance
of striking miners, overruled the motion
SO misstate. and flied a written opinion
&lag reasons therefor. After bearing
arguments on the motion:several days
ago, Judge Burnam submitted the mat-
ter to Ma associate. on the court of ap-
peals bencb, and his opinion overruling
the motion is the opinion of the mejori-
ty of the °curt.
The opinion of the oonit 1Y that nob-
junction was ever panted by the circuit
judge in the ease; that in reality, his
order was a refusal to grant the injunc-
tion, and that for this reason 'there is
nothing So reinstate under the applies
tion. This is following -the opiates of
former °hid Studio. Hazelrigg in the
Election Oommission case of Poyntz
against Shackelford Insofaras Si e
opinion in that case sanctions the prac-
tice of granting and refusing an order
of injunction at the same time and in
the same order, it is overruled by the
court as at present constituted.
NOT A CANDIDATE
Senator Allison Announce
es That His Age Is
a Bar.
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, June 20.—Senator
Allison announce. that he is not a can-
didate for the presidential nomination
He will be 75 years old when the con-







Platform Will Be Held
In Missouri.
ipiecMI to New Ere
KANSAS Y, Ido June 20.—Af-
ter en acrimonious discussion, the lead-
en of seven reform parties, who me.
here, decided to formally leafleb a third
party, which will embody as many of
the elem-nts of opposition to the old
parties as possible The meeting decid-
ed to hold estate C111 vi.tition in Missou-
ri to launch the party
The Missouri couvei.tioo is to adopt a
platform and prtucipli on which lb.
extension of the party throughout the
United States will he fought. For the
purpose of choos.fig delegates to the
convention, wht .h is to be held at a
time and place to be decided hereaft, r,
the state Is ti b divided tato diatricts,
and all those who belong to any one of
the Seven reform parties intereried or
who believe in its principles may vote
A oommittee of seven which will per-
form the duties of an ex, votive commit-
tee was formed Each of the seven par-
ties is represented. The committee
and their parties an:
Dr. J. S. Mashers. Bryan Democrat ;
Dr. J. H. 01111a, Middle-of-the-ROM
Populist; T. I. Palmer, Socialist; T. B.
Kowalski, Piddle Ownership; P. S. Hall
Single Tex; W. T. Foster. Wiser ft..
publican; A. H. Cook, Fusion Populist
REVENuE STAMPS.
Hue They May Be Redeemed By 1he
Goverment
The question of what is to be done
with checks, drafts, etc , which have
internal revenue stamps printed upon
them, Ms been announced by Collector
of Interoel Revenue Neill. Some time
ago it was sail that all that would be
necessary would be for the owners of
these checks and drafts to present them
to ihe local oul'ecter and he would re
deem she stamps and return thou, says
the Memphis Scimitar.
Several inquiries were made concern-
ing this and Deputy Neill wrote to Mr
Nunn, asking forinstructiour An an
ewer was curetted this morning which
will prove quite a shock to large beide,s
of these checks.
Oollecter Nunn says that in order to
redeem these oh( eke it will be ileCell
sary to forward them to the riffle of the
Cominissiouer of Internal lemons at
Washimiton, and through him the
stamps will be redeemed. But the
checks will not be returned on redemp-
tion under any consideration. All these
cheeks and drafts are to lie held in the
Oommissiouers (thus.
With regard to unattached stamps in
order to have these redeemed, they
mast be in quantities of $2 or more.
These must be wrapped and left with
the deputy collector at the custom
house.
GEN. PALI1A
Popular For First Presi-
dent Of Cuba.
j1SPECI•1. TO NEW SkA. I
HAV ANNA, June 20 - The prop-
osition to make Get,. Palms, who was
head of the Onban Junta in the United
States previous to the Spanish-Ameri-
can war, first President of the Cuban
Republic, is meeting with enthusiastic
encouragement among political leaders
here. Oen. Mauro, however, has a
strong following, and Senor Montero,
the autonomist, may enter the race as
the candidate of the DentooratiO pert).
Three Sessions At Metho-
dist Church—Program
Is Excellent.
The teachers of the younger people
are expecting much beta tit (row the
local Sunday 8.1hools and taking great
interest in the morning sestions of the
county cionvention which opens tomor-
row morning in the Methodist church
at 9 :30 o'cicok
Miss Mamie Lee Fr l z r, of Louis-
who will have eharge of the pri-
mary interest* of the convention. is ex-
pected to give valuable ieetrurt ions and
methods of teaching ellases of younger
people and ersi•y teacher should avail
himself this opportunity.
Prof. W. H. Pritchett. will speak at
the morning session on -Oar Oppor-
tunity in the Sunday Sc tool " This
address will intere.t not or. y the Sue-
de) S•ibool workers, but the Futile in
general.
At the same session Rev. H. D. Smith
will speak on "Anointing for Service,"
and General Secretary Fox will conduct
conference on ''Teacher Training.
One of the features of the afternoon
sessions which will be filled with excel
ieht addr sees and conferences, will be
an address by Prof. 0 E. Dudley of the
Pembroke Who schools on "A .Godless
Childhood What then?"
A large attendance is expected for all
the StiliSiOns,
Tobacco Stemmery Burns
(Special to New Era
GUTHKIE, Ky., Jane 20.- •Fire
wbicti broke oat in the big tobacco
stemmery of W A. Fort in Sadler.-
vine, destroyed that sietablishrnent and
a large amount of tobacco, and also
burned the cooper shop, machine hiuse
and effiee of the company. In the ma-
chine house were a valuable separator,
two binders, a tank wagon and l-rge to-
bacco scales H Kimbrough &Oo.'s
stoic and the residence of F. W. Adams




Jesse N. Fre zer, rad Miss Bettie Ee-
wards a Pilot Root couple, were mar-
ried at the courthouse this morning
by Oonnty Judge Cans!, r.




to be held on dates and at places as follows:
New Orleans, April 29 and 30.
Oxford, Miss., June 3 and 4.















l- June 10 and 11
Jackson, Miss., (State) June 14 & 15
Jackson, Tenn., June 21 and 22.
These conventions are to be held for the
purpose of creating an interest in good roe
as a vital aid to the op-building 01 a corn
mu ni ty, and in connection with them at
practical demonstration of the proper buil
ding of a road will be made by the Wallop&
Good Roads Association. Representataves
of that association will be present with ex-
pert engineers. skilled laborers and the
Illinois Central
Good Roads Train
eq uippea etch all forms of special read ma-
,•12Inery. mid sill Wind during the couven-
m it pit-cr of road beeording to the latest
sppr‘ rd methods. Showing particularly
the best results possible with the material
at hand in a !riven locality.
Believing that a universal tute.-est should
be felt in ibis movement there will be made
on occount of ltd rate of
One Fare for the Hound Trip
to catch of the above owned convention Dit-
tos trona Ciertain points Kouth of Cairo on
the Illinois Central railroad, mil Worms*,
Lion concerning which, as well as Sates of
sale, limits and spatial ewes, can be ob-
tained of your luau ticket agent.
A H. HANSOM. G. P. A „Chicago.
W. A. KliLWN D. A. 0. P., Louisville
Don't you want to
OWN YOUR
OWN HOME??
The South Kentucky Building
and Loan Association of Hop-
kinsvOle, Ky., will build you
house on easy monthly pay-
ment'. For particulars apply to
Henry - Pres
J E McPherson. Ser &Troll
meb Dry Goods and Carpets
rak *+• BEFORE BUYING. ***
t/3
* Some houses are advertisi, g 1-4 to 1-2 Off. But
* I say to the trade it lou will visit my store, I am pie- ito
io prepared to save IOU money on fresh, up to date • •
goods. You can always depend on gettirg the newest • 
$
•
w and best things out in evety line of goods in my house • •
FP
,... at prices that ef fv competion.
*
* T. NI. i 0 la 9
Main St. - llopkinsville,Ky.
• _ _ Nee 'lee. • .....
exactly where its "at.'
They are all tested
before the supply is ex
numlier.
Breathes there a man with
feelings so dead
Who shiveringly hath not
said:
"This is a cold, a very cold
day."
If you want to always be sure of
the exact temperature get one of
those
Thermometers
ff At the NEW ERA office and do




by complying with the following
conditions:
Subscribe for the WEEKLY
NEW ERA, paying one dollar for
one year in advance, or if you are
already a subscriber, pay all arrear-
ages Of any) and one year in ad-
vance.
The same plan works with the
Daily only you pay $1.25 for three
months in advance.
The Thermometers are 12 inches
long, with a magnifying tube which
makes the column of fluid seem so
large there is no trouble in telling
and absolutely correct. Get one
hausted as we only have a limited
INTe-v‘v Eyck eco









NEW PATTERN HATS IN
ALL SHAPES AND ••
STYLES. •
You can find what you want •
at corner 9th and Main Ste. •
•











Friday and Saturday, June
21st and 22nd, and continu-
ing as long as goods last.
Prices cut from one-fourth
to two-thirds of their real
value.
J. II. ANDERSON & CO.
.e•
tee.









WastilVeTtilii June III le thin the.
Mine TillMinee Pelmet bleb ettieto
tallyho of the ilay when that iv 1114.11 le
atm ouly dinds seen will tie fully re-
vealed; tett, Job sari, 14: "I.o. theses
are parts of his wit's. Hut how little
a portion le heard of him' Hut the
thunder of his poo er who can under-
stand?"
The least understood being in the uni-
verse is God. Blasphteuous would lie
any attempt by painting or sculpture
to represent him. Egyptian hieroglyphs
tried to suggest bum by putting the fig-
ure of an eye upou a sword. implying
that God @PPS and rules, 1mt how im-
perfect the suggeetion! When we speak
of him, It Is almost always in language
figurative. He is "Light" or "Day-
spring From on High," or he is a "High
Tower" or the "Folintain of Living
Waters." tlis spleml,,i- is so great that
no man eau see 111111 live. Wheu
the group of great theologians assem-
bled In Westminster rur the pur-
pose of making a system of religious
belief, they firat of all o anted an Sli-
mmer to the queation, .11 tin Is Owens
No Otte &Mired to titulcrtakc the as-
ewering of that overmastering gage.
tion. They finally concluded to give
tbe task to the youngerit Inas 111 the
aseetnidy, who happened to be Rev.
George tiilleeple. lie consented tel
undertake It on the etinditicai that tbey
would tirest unite with him in prayer
for divine direction. He began his
prayer by saying. "0 God, thou art a
spirit. Infinite, eternal and unchange-
able in thy being. whitlow, power. holi-
ness. justiee, goodness and truth.'
That first sentence of Gillespie's prayer
was unanimously adopted by the as-
sembly as the best definition of God.
°But after all, It was ouly a partial suc-
cess, and after everything that lan-
guage can do when put to the utmost
strain and all we can see of God In the
natural world aud realise of God in the
providential world we are forced to cry
out with Job in my text: "Lo, these are
parts of his ways. But bow little a
po on of him Is beard? But the thun-
OT his power who can understand?.
Archbishop Tilloteun and Dr. Diek
and Thnottly Dwight and Jonathan
Edwanis of the past and the mightiest
theologians of this young century have
discoursed upon the power of God, the
attribute of omnipotence. And we have
all seen demonstration of God's al-
mightiness. It might have been far
out at °sea when In an equinoctial gale
God showed what he eould do with the
waters. It might -have been In an Au-
gust thunderstorm In the mountains
when God showed what be could do
with the lightnings. It might have
been In South America when 4:od show-
ed what he eould do with the earth-
quakes. It might have been among the
Alps when God showed what he could
do with the avalanches. Our cheek
was blanched, our breath stopped, our
pulses fluttered, our whole being was
terrorized, bin we had seen only an In-
stance of divine strength. What was
the power of that storm compared with
the power which holds all the (weans?
What was the power that shook the
hills compared with the power that
swings the earth through all the ,fen-
tortes and for 6,000 years and In a
formative and Incomplete shape for
hundreds of thousands of years? What
Is that power that sustains our world
compared with the power which rotis
through immensity the entire solar sys-
tem and all the constellations and gal-
axies and the universe? The mightiest
Intellect of man would give away if for
a moment there came upon It the full
appreciation of what omnipotence Is.
What you and I eee and bear of divine
atrength are only "parts of his ways.
But how little a portion is beard of
,him! But the thunder of his powea
who can understand?"
Omialpeiteaere.
We try to satisfy ourselves with say-
ing: "It is natural law that controls
things. Gravitation is at work; cen-
tripetal and centrifugal forces respond
to each other." But what is natural
law? It id only God's way of doing
things. At every point in the universe
It is God's direct and continuous power
that controls and harmonizes and sus-
tains. That power withdrawn one in-
stant would make the planetary system
and all the worlds which astronomy
reveals one universal wreck, bereft
hemispheres, dismantled sunsets. dead
constellations, debris of worlds. What
power tt must be that keepethe inter-
ual fires of our world imprisoned, only
here and there spurting from a Coto-
paxi or a Stromboli or from a Vesuvius.
putting Pompeii and Herculaneum in-
to sepulcher, but for the most part the
Internal fires chained In their cages of
rock and century after century unable
to break tbe chain or burst open the
door! What power to keep the compo-
nent parts of the air in right propor-
tion, so that all around the world the
nano's' may breathe in health, the
frosts and the heats hindered from
working universal demolition! Power,
as Isaiah says, "to take up the isles as
a very littie thine-Ceylon and Borneo
and Hawaii as though they were peb-
bles; power to weigh the "mountains
in scales" and the "hills in balances"-
Tenerife and tbe Cordilleras. To move
a rock we must have lever and screw
and great machinery, but God moves
the world with nothing but a word:
power to create worlds and power to
destroy them, as from the observato-
ries again and again they have been
peen red with flame. then pale with
ashes and then scattered.
What to that Dower to us? asks  mold
wriaks cow
To many a face which should still be
smooth and fair. Worry doesn't bring
them. There are no cares and anxieties
to furrow the face. They are the signs
of physical guffering, graven by the hand





sad record of mi-
tering on the face
and form. The skin
becomes sallow, the
cheeks are sunken,
the eyes look dull,
the body falls away.
No woman who
vaines her health or
good looks should
neglect to use Dr.
Pierce's Fa vori t e
Prescription tor dis-






up the eye, bright-
ens the complexion,
and rounds out the
sunken curves of the
body.
-t take great pleasure
in recommending Dr.
Pierce • Favorite Pre-
scription for female
weakness,. writes Mrs.
Illossatiab Perimeter. of Paula More. Shelby to ,
rems •I was troubled with bearing draws
pain, ia my beck and hips Ms mars. sad I wrote
to Dr Pierce for .dilee t tiled hIs Favorite
Presoitaioa and Ai: twAtlItla cured rat I Neilike a tore perern. awl I, than& Dr Pierce fothealth Life hr hurala to any One Itit)1010
1th hi.yr Wit! i et levy et MI, Prikhdatit the reit etedirtheil took
'4 "Mil* SIMI si











A Sew and Complete Treatiatint consisttog of 14upposltories. ultimates of Ointment
'sent and two boxes of ointment. A newer-
failing cure ot Mot of every nature and
(roe. It makes an operation a ith a knife,.
whisk le painful and often results in death,
unnecessary. Why endure this terrible die-
eoest. We pack a Written Guarantee in ev-
ery SI box. No Cure, No Pay. lee and if a
box, 4 for 116. Bent by mail. Kamples free.
OINTMENT 26C AND DOC.
Constipation j.aurtmegze.,,,:egiftetb:
tbe great Liver andPaStomach Regulator
and Blood Purifier. Ismail mild and pleas-
ant to take; especially adapted for child-






ha( the Slomates had Howls of
Promows Ditestion.Cheerful-
nes% and Pest.Conlains neither
Opium.Morplune nor Mineral.
NOT NAM C OTIC





A perfect Remedy To r Cons lips-
Hon Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea
Worms ,Convulsions • Feveri sh
ness and Loss OF SIJERP.
Pas Senile Signature of
NEW YORK.
EXACT cOPY Or WMAPPER.
CASTOR!
Tor Infants and Children.










illiaipposiv4. 4hrslism sp1 , "he,
thin ••evaut he my tItsi.", After ewhIle
the mot* rose, sad Abraham NIA,
"That Is me God." Hut It set, and
ono It is everything to us. With his
o.1 ir side. tbe reconciled God, the
-sy u:oethetle God. the omnipotent God.
we may defy all human and satanic
antagonisms, and when we are shut in
bY obstarles we can my, is did one of
Frohleher's men when tlw sailor was
describing bow their *hip Mad sur-
rounded by icebergs in the Arctic sea.
-Die lee was strong. but God was
',newer than tbe lee." And. whatever
°pimentos% we may bare, our God is
wheeler than the opposition. All right
with God. we may have the eourage of
the general dying on the battlefield.
Ile asked to be lurned. aud when they
said. -Which way shall we turn you?"
he said. "Turn wy face toward the en-
emy." What a challenge that was ut-
tered by the old missionary hero. "If
God be for us, who can be against us?"
Think of it! God is the only being in
the unlveree who has power to do as he
pleases. Ail human and angelic forces
hese environments. There are things
they cannot do, heights they eannot
scale. depths they cannot fathom.
Rvideagma el Divine Pewee.
We get some little idea of the divine
power when we see how it buries the
proudest cities and nations. Ancient
Memphis it has ground up until many
of its ruins are no larger than your
thumb nail. and you can hardly find a
souvenir large enough to remind you
of your visit. The clty of Tyre is un-
der the sea which washes the shoreCu
which are only a few crumbling pil-
lars left. Sodom and (eomorrah are
covered by waters so deathful that not
a fish can live In them. Babylon and
Nineveh are so blotted out uf existence
that not one uninjured shaft of their
ancient splendor remaIns. Nothing but
Omnipotence could have put them
down and put them under. The ante-
diluvian world was able to send to the
postdiluyian world only one ship, with
a very small passenger list. Omnipo-
tence first roiled the seas over the land
and then told them to go back to their
usual channels as rivers and lakes and
oceans. At Omnipotent command the
waters pouncing upon their prey and
at Omnipotent command slinking back
into their appropriate places. By such
reheersal we try to arouse our appre-
ciation of what omnipotence le and
our reverenee Is excited. and our adora-
tion is intensified, but after all we find
ourselves at the foot of a mountain we
cannot climb, hovering over a depth
we cannot fathom, at the rim of a cir-
cumference we cannot compass, and
we feel like first going' down ou our
knees and then like falling flat upon
our faces as we exclaim: "Lo, these are
parts of his ways. Bat bow little a
portion is heard of him? But the thun-
der of his power tVho can understand?"
So all those who have put together
systems of theology have discoursed
also about the wisdom of God. Think
of a wisdom which can know the end
from the beginning, that knows the
thirtieth century as well as the first
century. We can guess what will hap-
pen, but It is only a guess. Think of a
mind that can hold all the past and all
the present and all the future. We can
contrive and invent on a small scale,
but think of a wisdom that could eon-
telve a universe. Think of a wisdom
that can learn nothing new, a wisdom
that nothing can surprise, all the facts,
liCetiPti and occurrences of all time to
come as plainly before it as though
they had already tridaspired. He could
have built all the material universe
into one world and swung it, a glorious
mass, through immensity, but behold
his wisdom in dividing up the gran-
dews Into innumerable worlds, rolling
splendors on all sides, diversity, ampli-
tude, majesty, tonally. Worlds, worlds.
moving in eomplete order. shining with
complete radiance. Mightiest telescope
on one hand and most powerful micro-
scope on the other, diecovering In the
plan of God not one imperfection. Wbat
but divine wisdom could have planned
a human race and, before It started,
built for it a world like this, pouring
waters to slake human thirst and giv-
ing soils capacity to produce such food
and lifting such a canopy of clouds,
embroidered with such sunlight, and
surrounding the world with such Won-
ders that all the scientists of the ages
have only begun to unroll them? Wis-
dom in magnitude toad In atom, In arch-
angel and in mollusk. Think of a wis-
dom that was able to form without any
suggestion or any model to work by
the eye, the ear, the hand, the foot. the
voeal organs. No wonder that Galen,
the most celebrated of medical authors
among the ancients, fell on his knees at
the overwhelming wisdom of God in
the constitution of the human frameo
Our libraries are filled with the wis-
Boni of the great thinkers of all time.
Have yon considered the far superior
wisdom which fasilioned the brain for
ell those thoughts of tbe Infinite mind
that built those intellects? But It is
only the millionth part of that wisdom
that has eome to mortal appreciation.
Close next to every discovery Is a won-
der that has not been discovered. We
see only one spectmen among 10,000
specimens. What we know is over-
whelmed by what we do not know.
What the botanist knows about the
flower is not more wonderful than the
things he does not know about s
flower. What the geologist knows
about the rocks is not more amazing
than the things which he does not
know about them. The worlds that
have been (emoted are only a small
regiment of the armies of Ilibt, the
hosts of heaven, which have never
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t Were first felt between the poloting
If the Bethlehem attic and the pound-
oeor luedto.ng before that pinned the love
The nature of God never change*,
and ull eternity that holy position
itlored tbe Intiulte, and I think he
wan throwing uut worlds into space
and inhabiting thew and wore worlds
t or the applicatiun of that love. He
may not have ttild the Other worlds
N% hat he did for this world, us Ise has
led told us what he did tor them. I
lield love of clod was iteuumetrat•
Wieldier worlds before ten little
111:;11!1! St%‘'l 1111 11.1411111111)W art7r*eli;
of hoot pot till the etiltivilluti MI a
hall acre? W111 lied make a
worlds Miiil 1011 Ilk chief it ffisetiolt uti
Willie*? Ate I lie id her worlds
loot lareor wort& ataiiiiiiist incline iih.
hilitibited, while this little eurld hi
with lithablinistal No. It lakes
a universe of worlds to espreett the
loi e of lip& Am! there are other natl-
.-otos told uther rescues anti other re-
demptions, am there may be other intl-
lennilinia Midi other resurrection moru-
Mgt, anti judgment clays than those of
our world. Hut hi the space of six
feet liy five was comprised the mighti-
est evidence of God's love that any
worhl ever saw or ever will see. Com-
preased on two planks Joined together
SIR a cross, there wait enough agony
there eoncentered, if distributed, to put
whole uatious into torture. That God
allowed the assassination of his own
Son fur the reseile of our world is all
the evidence needed that he loved the
world. Go ahead, .0 church of God!
Go ahead. 0 world, and tell as well as
you tan what the love of God is, but
Lousy. beforehaud that Paul was right
when he mid, "It Nemeth knowledge."
Let other poets take up the 'dory of
God's love where William Cowper and
Isaac Wattis and Charles Wesley and
liorathis Kotler left it. and let other
painters, improve upon the "Sistine Mit.
&mil' mei the "Adoration of the
Magi" and the "Cruelfizion" as Ra-
phael and Titian anti Claude and Coe.
reggio presented them. s Let the Ger-
man pulpit orator take up the theme of
God's love where Frederick Tholuck
left it, let Italian pulpit take it up
where Gavazzi left It, let French pulpit
orator take up- the theme where Hour-
deloue lett it, let the Swiss pulpit ora-
tor take up the theme where -Merle
leAubigne left it. let the English .pul-
pit take It up where George Whitefield
left it. let the Scotch pulpit take It up
where Dr. Caudlish left it, let the
Welsh pulpit take It up where Christ-
mas Evans left it. and let the American
pulpit take it up where Archibald Alex-
ander and Dr. Kirk and Matthew
Minima' left It. But tbe world will
never appreriate fully the love of God
until they hear from his owu lips the
outbursts of his Infinite and everlastiug
affection.
A Gloriosa Moue.
Only glimpses of God have we In this
world. But what au hour It will be
when we firet see him, aud we will
have no wore fright than I feel when
I now see you. It will not be with
mortal eye that we will behold
but with the vision of a cleansed, for-
giresi and perfected spirit. Of all the
quintillion ages of eternity, to us the
most thrilling hour will be the first
hour when we meet him as he is. This
may aecount for something you have
all Mien and may not, have understood.
Hare you not noticed bow that after
death the old Christian looks young again
or the featu now the look of 20 or
30 years bef e? be weariness Is gone
out of th face; there is something
strikingly • tful and placid; there is
a pleased I k where before there was
a disturbed look. What has wrought
the ehange? I think the dying Chris-
tian saw God. At the moment the soul
left the body what the soul saw left
its Impression on the countenance. I
think that is what gave that old Chris-
tian face after death tbe radiant Slid
triumphant look. The bestormed spirit
has reached the harbor; the hard battle
of life is ended lo 'victory. The body
took that look the moment heaven be-
gan and the eurtain was completely
lifted and the glories of Jehovah's pres-
ence-rushed upon the soul. Tbe depart-
ing spirit left on the old man's face a
glad goodby, and that first look gave
the pleased curve to the dying lip and
smoothed out the wrinkles and touched
all tbe lineaments wItb an indescrib-
able radiance. As no one else explains
that improved and gladdened post
mortein look, I try to explain it saying,
"He saw God!" "She saw God!"
Lest summer we journeyed thousands
of miles to see the midnight sun from
North cape, Norway. We stood on
deck in the Arctic seas. our watches in
our hands, and it was 11 o'clock at
night, but light as an ordinary noon-
day. Then it Was half past 11 o'clock
at night. then it was 15 minutes of
but a long. wide, thick cloud hung over
the sun. Are we to be disappointed, as
thousands have been, and the journey
here a failure? Ten minutes of 12,
and the sun is still hidden. But about
five minutes of 12 the cloud lifted. and
the midnight sun, the most wondrous
spectacle of all the earth, appeared.
pouring forth a refulgence that turned
the Arctic sea Into 20 miles of pearls
and rubies and diamonds and emeralds
and overpowering us with a glory. that
left us with body all a-tremble and a
mind full of all ecstasy and a soul full
of all worship. Thank God we saw it-
the midnight sun. So with that depart-
ing einholen soul. The voyage of life
has been long and rough and tempestu-
ous. Chilling sorrows have again and
again snowed down upon him. and It is
an Arctic sea. Many clouds have filled
the sky. It is approaching 12 o'clock
and the close of life's day. Friends
stand around and count the parting
moments. The clock strikes 12, and
God breaks through the clouds and
shines upon the features of the depart-
ing saint until they are transfigured
with the glories of the Sun of Right-
eousness. That is what has so changed
the features of the old man. It is the
shining of the Midnight Sun.




Better Than Calomel and Quinine.
(Oontains no Arsenio) The Old Relleble
Excellent General Tonic
As well as a SIM cure for °HILLS and
FEVERS, Malarial Fevers, Swamp Fe-
vers and Bilious Fevers.
IT NEVER FAILS.




Guaranteed by all druggists. Don't
take any substitute Try it. 50o and







lc* Headache, *straight, riimpssnq
Ing of the erocidsion hammer. Hut all other results of imperfect digestion.
 Pricer/4c. and N. Large sise contains Sas lessee
malaise. BOok ail about dyspepsia maliecitme
Prepared ay 1.- C. CONITT a CO.. Cbieeteo
Sold by R. C. Hardwick
ebrahant was again disappointed. Aft-
er awhile tbe sun rose, and be sald.
*Why. truly, herejs my God." But
the seas went down, and Abraham was
saddened. Not until the God of the
Bible appeared to Abraham was be eats
stied. and his faith wan so great that
ae was called "the Fatiwr of the Faith- i
l'ul." All that tbe theologians kuow of
3od's wisdom is Insiguiticaut Pumper-,
el with the wisdom beyond human
sinnpreheusion. The human raee never
Ms had and never will have enough
!rain or heart to ineasunothe wisdom
if 41,s1. I van think of only two authors
Alio hats. expreemed the exact facts.
the (ille wan Paul, who says: "Obstlie
tepth of the riches, both of the wis-
loin and ltiewledge of God! How un-
teachable are his judgments dand his
ways pasit finding. out!'"elie other au-
thor was the scientist who composed
sty text. I think- be wrote it during a
.11u nderstorm. for the chapter say8
much about the clouds and describes
Me tremor of the earth under tbe re-
rerberations. Witty writers sometimes:
itspreciate the thunder and say it is th*.
lightning that strikes, but I am sure-
God thinks well of the thunder, or he
would not make so much el it, and all
al) and down the Bible he uses the
thunder to give emphasis. It was the
thunder that shook Sinai when the law
was given. It was with thunder that
the Lord discomfited the Philistines at
Eben-ezer. Job pictures the war horse
as having a neck clothed with thunder.
3t. John in au apoealyptie vision again
and again heard the thunder. The
thunder. which is now quite well ex-
plained by the electricians, was the
averpowerine mystery of the ancients,
and. standing among those mysteries,
lob exclaimed: "Lo. these are parts of
his ways. But how little a portion Is
heard of him? But the thunder of his
power who can nnderstandr
80. also. all systems of theology try
to tell us what is ownipresenee-that is,
God's capacity -to be everywhere at the
same time. "Where is God r said a hea-
then philosoptiertoaChristiati man. The
Christian answered, "Let me first ask
you where be is not?" The child had
it right when, asked how many Gods
are there. and he answered. "One."
"How do you know that?' lie was ask-
ed again. He answered. "There is only
room for one, for he fills earth and
beaven." Au author says that if a man
were set lu the highest heavens he
would not be any nearer the essence of
God than if he were in the center of the
earth. I believe ft. If this divine es-
sence does not reach all places, wbat
use in our prayer, for prayers are be-
ing offered to God'on the other side of
the earth as well as here. and God
must be there and here to take supple
catians which are offered thousands of
miles apart. l'isiquity! No one has It
but God. And what an alarm to wick-
edness, an everywhere present Lord,
and what a re-enforcement when we
need help! God on the throne and God
with the kneeling child saying his even-
ing prayer at his mother's lap. God
above you. GO beneath you, God on
the right of you. God on the lett of you,
God within you. No pantheism, foe
that teaches that all things are God.
but Jehovah possesseit all things, as
our souls poseess our bodies. God at
the diameter and circumference of ev-
erything, as close to 'you as the food
you put to your Ups. as the coat you
put upon your back, as the sunlight
that shines in your face. Appreciation
of that, if through Jesus Christ, the
atoning Saviour, we are right with
God. ought to give us a serenity, a
tlanquillity, that nothing could upset.
Would it make us gloomy? No. for
God la the God of joy and will augment
our happiness..
God's Iseult* Lave.
We have all been painfully reminded
in our own experiences that we cannot
be in two places at the same time, and
yet bere comes the thought that God
can be in all places at the same time.
Stadler, the astronomer, went on with
his explorations of the heavens until
he concluded that the star Alcyone.
one of the Pleiades, was the center of
the universe and it was a fixed world
and all the other worlds revolved
around that world, and some think that
that world is heaven and God's throne
Is there and there reside the nations of
the blemed. But he is no more there
than he is here. indeed Alcyone has
been found to be In motioa, and It also
is revolving around some great center.
But no place has yet been found where
God is not preeent by sustaining pow-
er. Onmipreetsuce! Who fully appre-
ciates it? Not I; uot you. Sometimes
we bear blin in a whisper; sometimes
we bear him in the voice of tbe storm
that jars the Adirondack'. But we can-
not swim across this ocean. The finite
cannot measure the infinite. We feel
as Job did after finding God_ in the
gold mines and the silver mines of
Asia. saying, "'There is a vein for the
silver and a place for the gold where
they tine It." And after exploring the
heavens as au astronomer and finding
God In distaut worlds and becoming
acquainted with Orton and Mazzaroth
and Arcturus and noticing the tides of
the ilea the inspired poet expresses his
incapacity to understand such evi-
dences of wisdom and power and says:
"Lo, these are parts of his ways? But
how little a portion is heard of him?
But the thunder of his power wbo can
understand r
So every system of theology has at-
tempted to describe end define the di-
vihe atteibete of love. Pettey enough
M it te dehne tathrtiy love, motherly
tato, ronjagril  love, trot-ail idets, elle
idside inets414 1i ikit4 h 441011*, hat ihi,
hiti, at it 4,1041 II t W41011101. 11'4
itti.isilferi.i  litttigf11-5 Mil
hi 11 lili', 1111A AI 44 II 18 atilt
Prilidi. Ft wili,Nlii,:liiltili,li.ititi!irt!litil\;1 '
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Book "How to °bier(' Patent.," 
FOBTAINED nag.
ADVICE AS TO PATENTABILITY
1 Gish & Garner's Wild Goose Lint
Notice in - Inventive Age"
Charges moderate. No fee till ratent tesecr tired.
L Letters strictly confident ;4. 841:114el seen , _ moot cores rheumatism and neuralgiait: e._siiqiipit.ysisst isivrw, a , 11 E. TOUCHES THE SPOT. At druggUies.
What S. S. S. Does
for Children
Children are constantly ex
eases. The air they breathe is fil ed with germs, sewer
to all sorts of (Bo-
ps and dust from the filthy streets are inhaled into 
the
rooms and other public places they come in contact
lungs and taken into the blood. At the crowded 
school
stiiges of contogious diseases, Von can't 
quarantine
altnost daily with others recovering from or In 
tbe grit
against the balance of the worldt and the 
best you can
do is to keep their blood in good- 
condition, and thus
!nevoid or at least mitigate the disease, 
Yon have
lir, tahl tah7, Ireill•hritiTti rihilillnilirsuubw(arividilliAti utftierelniswr,ofiiiiCietoutreshat,
children whose blood is pure) ere luut nearly so liable 
to
contract &waxen peculiar to Mon, and when they do it
in generally in a mild form. On the 
other hand, weak,
emaciated and sickly ones seetn So catch every disease
that conies along. This is becsule their blood is 
lack
ing in all the element% necessary to 
sustain and bui1,1
up the body. Poisons of every 
deticription accumulate
in the system, because the polluted and 
sluggish blood
is unable to perform its proper 
functions.
Such children need a blood puVifier and 
tonic to give
strength awl vitality to their blood, and S. S. S.! being a
purely vegetable remedy, makes it the safest 
and best for
the delicate constitutions of children. S. S. S. is not 
onl.y
& perfect blood medicine, but is pre-eminently the 
tonic
for children ; it increases their appetites and strengthens
the digestion and assimilation of food. If your child-
it
ren have any hereditary or acquired taint in-their blood,
give them S. S. S. and write to o r physicians for any
information or advice wanted ; t is will cost yott noth-
ing, and will start the little wea lings on the road to
recovay. Book on Blood and Skin Diseases free.
Tfle SWIFT ,SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
OLD FIDDLERS AT PEMBROKE.
From Friday's dally.
A large °lewd atIendsd the Old Irid-
Olen' mutest last night at Pembroke.
The enteMaiuMent was given for the
benefit of the public school librati
tbat plain, and about $75 net was !ea
zed.
,There were about thirty contestants,
maw whom were Messrs T E. Bart-
ley, W. F Randle, Julian Hord, Judge
M. D. Bro en, Dr. B. H. Bourses, of this
uity, each of whom won a prize In indi-
vidual oonteste. The performance took
place at the opera house
A surgical operation ant neoessery
to cure pub s, DeWitt's Witch Hurl
Salve saves all that expense and nom
fails. Beware of manterfelts. R. C.
Hat dolt*.
A Poor Millionaire
Lately starved in London, because he
could not digest his food. Early use of
Dr. King's New Life Pills would have
saved him. They strengthen the atom-
aoh, aid dtgestion, promote assimilation,
improve appetite Price 25c. Money
back if uot satisfied. Sold by Andereon
& Fowler, u K. Wyly, L. L Elgin, J
0. Gook, druggista
STORM DAMAGE.
Prom Priti•y daily ,
The farmers of the Elmo neighborhood
were greatly injured by the hail and
windstorm Wedneeday afternoon. Mr
C. O. Garter was one of the heaviest
loser.. He estimates the damage to his
wheat at $1,000, and, in addition to this,
his tobacco was badly washed.
Mr Isaac Garrott, Glie of the heavy
loeers by the storm, estimates that at
least half of the wheat in the path of the
storm is totally lost This mean. a con-
s derable loss, as the farmers in that
section are large wheat growers
0 A. CD Ne.




In our style of climate. with its sad-
den change of climate-rain, wind and
sunshine often intermingled in the same
day-it is no wonder that our children,
friends and relatives are so frequently
taken from us by neglected colds, half
the deaths resulting directly from this
cause. A bottle of Bochee's German
Syrup keot about your home for imme-
diate use will prevent serious sickness, a
large doctor's bill, and perhaps death.by
the use of three of four doses. For cur-
ing oonsumption, hemorrhages, pneumo•
nia, severe coughs, croup, or any disease
of the tbroat or lungs, its success is sim-
ply wonderful, as your druggist will011
you (let a sample bottle free from R.
0. klardwick, Oily Pharmacy. Regale*
size 75c. Get Green's Prize Almanac.
MORRISON CASE.
James B. Allensworth has returned
from Springfield. Tenn , where he haa
been in the interest of William Morri-
son who killed Douglass Gonna) of
Slaughtersville. Morrison was sentenc-
ed to hang but the verdict was reversed
by the °coot of Appoals and a new trial
was set for this week. Judge B-11
graneed a change of •enue and the case
will be tried in Nahvills where Morri-
son has been confined for the past year.
-
°tires Rheumatism or Catarrh Through
The Blood-Costs Nothing to Try
Would you Sae to get rid of that
chronic rheumatism or offensive ositarrh
forever? Then take a bottle Botanic
Blood Balm, which has cured thousands
of hopeless cases that had resisted doe-
tors and patent medicine treatment
Botanic Blood Balm (B. B. B.) Ours.
through the blood by destroying the
poison which causes the awful aches in
the bones, joints, shoulder blades and
back, swollen glands, hawking, spitting
bad breath, impaired hearing, etc., thus
making a 'sedate cure. Botanic Blood
Balm thoroughly tested for thirty years.
Ootoecised of yore Batanic drug.. Per•
teeny safe to take by old anti young.
Druggists $1. Trial treatment free by
writing Blood Balm 0o.. Atlanta, Ga.
Describe trouble and free medical &detests
given until carod. Doal give up ;hope
but try B B B. which makes the blood
pure and rich and builds up the "all
run down," tired body. B. B. B. makes
the blood red, giving the skin the rich
glow of perfect health.
DEATH OF MR. BEIN.
News was remind here Friday of the
death of Mr. 0. W, Bain al Houston,
Texas. His death resulted from a 'trek.
of paralysis. Mr. Bain was Traffic
Manager of the Southern Pecific Rail-
road and a very prominent raflroad
man. He had reoently bought a lot ln
the suburbs of this city on Seventh St.
and expected to erect a handsome sum•
met home at an early date. We Beth
is niece of kiq (Aim Demotion and
NM Stitteele a MINN Hebb.
ifita
1 1 11811111iiir EON; lkraoli
cow I I 115 lifi I '11'Mimi
soitii00311 4opsol shil4
fen 4 48114111411111 Illirfreer if1114 ass
el the elfsem el P790[1.111, t•Itar Me-
plaint, Appendleitis, Indigestion, eta
such as Slob Headache, Palpitation of
the Heart, Sour Stomach, Habitual Cos-
tieeness, Dizziness of the Head, Norm.
ons Prostration, Low Wrist. etc., you
need not suffer another day. Two doses
of the well known August Flower win
TRADE•MARK171 wick and get al eample,bottle free. Ree.
relieve you at onoe. Go to R. 0. Hard.DESIGNS
AND COPYRIGHTS l air size 75o Get Green's Prise Alms-
State Inspector Hines In
The City.
rf0108111turdit)'s daily.
The Testigetion of Dr. E, B. Me-
Oormie _'s charges against Dr. Walter
E. Lackey, First Assistant Physician of
the Western Kentucky Asylum for 'the
Insane, is inlprogrese, State Inspector
and hzaminer Henry B Hines having
finally, atter mntin nod efforts. obtained
the former Superintendent's sworn
statement setting forth his allegations.
Inspector Hines, the New Kee .is in-
formed, wrote.to Dr. MclOortniolt May
23rd to questing him to embody his
charges in an affidavit and furnish a list
of witnesses in order that lite investiga-
tion could be bad at once.
On Juuts 1, the Inspector mooned a
letter from lir. MoOormlok stating he
had sent the affidsvit asked for to the
board of asylum cammissiouers. Judge
Hines oame to Hopkineville June I and
was told by Secretary Friend, of -the
board, that the affidavit would be
mailed to him at Frankfort on the fol-
lowing Tuesday. It failed to arrive and
since that time Judge Hines has made
repeated efforts to get possession of it,
including a special trip to this oily. but
today was the first' time he Ins been
able to secure the document _
Ju Ige Hines wilt conduct the investi-
gation to the usual form, securing
sworn statements from all persons who
are acquainted' with the facts in the
case. The charges will be thothughly
probed.
Dr. Lackey says he has nothing to
fear from the investigation, which he
has courted from the first, and that his
i111100enve will be olearly established
"The doctors told me my cough was
incurable. One Minute Gough Cure
made me a well man." Norris Silver,
North Stratford, N. H. Because you've
not found relief from a stubborn cough,
don't despair. One Minute Gough Ours
has cured thousands and it will cure
you Safe and sure. R. 0. Hardwick.
HELD OVER.
From Saturday's daily.
Leroy Roger, the alleged moonahiner
who wee arrested yesterday in Todd
eounty by I Ieputy U. S. Marshal Yontz
and other °Meer', was taken before U.
S Oommissioner Ferguson yesterday
afternoon and was held over to the
federal grand jury under $300 bond, in
default of which he will be taken to
prison at Louisville.
"A few months ago, food which I ate
for breakfast would not remain on my
stomach for half an hour. I used one
bottle of yoir Kodol Dyspepsia Ours
and can now eat my breakfast sod oth-
er mean with a relish aud my food is
thoroughly digested. Nothing equals
Kodol Dyspepsia Ours for stomach
troubles." H. S. Pitts', Arlington, Tex
Kodol Dyspepiia Ours digests what you
eat R 0. Hardwick.
PERO' ESCAPBS AGAIN.
Percy B Sullivan, alias Edward J.
Brisbane, serving a ninety day sentence
at Alexandria, La., for alleged insur-
ance frauds, escaped from jail last Fri-
day evening, and is now at liberty. He
le wanted in Missouri and Arkansas tot
insurance frauds.
•!'
Mr. James Brown of Putansouth, Va.,
over $10 years of age suffered for years.
with a bad *ore on hi. face Physieisine
could not help him. DeWites Witch
Hazel Salve cured Mtn permanently.
Ft 0 Hardwick
Oltali TEN YEARS.
John Winters, charged with the rour
der of Tot-Immo Wooten in New Provi-
dence, Montgomery county last spring,
has been found guilty of manatee/liter'
at clarkaille, •nd sentenced to ten
years In the penatentialy for the crime:
Winters was captured, it will be re-
membered, near Crofton.
Eczema. saltrheum, tater, chafing,
ivy poisoning and all skin tortures are
quickly cured by DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve. The certain pile cure. R. 0
H ard wick.
PLEASANT VISIT.
Our friend Mr. B. 0. McKee/us of the
country wee in town • few days since
and reported to us that be had struck a
piece of look. His parents, Mr. end
Mrs. W. 0. McKenzie, of Christian
()county, had been to see him and while
there they deeded him about MO acres
of land in Obristiab county -Madison.
rills (thimble.
174 'IlP11 161,00:1Tli
11111 OSIRIS PM Oil II II It
1114Itillsre 1111""" 11"
‘411011 41M41.1.14114.
Several ollies of smallpox have devel-
oped near Old Hailensville, about tire
miles from Guthrie. The cases are mild
and Guthrie will use every precaution
to prevent the epidemic reaching there
again.
The bilious, tired, nervous man can
not snooessfully oompete with hib
healthy rival. DeWitt's Little Earl);
Risers the famous pills for conatipstioi





K. OF P. ELECTION.
At the regular meeting last night of
Evergreen Lodge Knights of Pythias,
the annual election of citioers was held
with the following result.
Chancellor Oomoutuder, Lew ir
klneon.
Vies 0., GeOrge Welktes,
Prelate, E. Hams
Master Of Works, Vs' A Kilts
MAWR of Arms 11014141 Pesos
lispressutalivs* to Orand Ledge,
J. Matthews, K. A Peek slid tee° N.
Hindle.
Dyspeptics ammo, be louse lived be-
cause to live require. uouriehment Food
is not nourishing until it is digested. A
disordered stomach cannot digest food,
it must have assistance. KodorDyspep-
sia Ours digests all kinds of 'food with-
out aid from the stomach, allowing' it
to rest and raga** its natural functions.
Its elements are exaotly the same as the
natural digestive fluids , and it simply
can't help but do you gosid. R 0. Hard-
wick.
W. T. WIIIII7111, T. II. KillGEIT
Winfree & Knight,
Ths season of the year when people
Real Estate.
want to buy real estate is at band, and
we invite those who want to buy or sell
to oonsult this column.
We have excellent facilities for con-
ducting the business and will advertise
property put into our hands free of
charge, and Will furnish prospective
customers conveyance to look at prop-
erty without cost to them. Come to see
us if you want to still, it costs you noth-
ing if you fail.
A splendid form of 210 acres on turn•
pike toad 5'2 miles frum Hopk ins, ille.
New eight room dwelling with three
porches, well arranged with hot and
cold water, bath tub, water closet, etc.
2 good otdok barns, granary, cabins,&o.,
with windmill, branch of never failing
water through the farm, All under good
wtre fence and in a high state of culti-
vation aud in exe .11ent neighborhood. A
model deck farm Wi I be sold cheap.
Farm of 270 acres in Caldwell 00,.
Ky., 4 mites from Scottsburg and I. 0 -
R. R. and 8 miles from Princeton Ky.
Tbis farm has a good frame dwelling
10 rooms, good stock barn,tobacco bain
grainsty, good out houses, 2 good wells
and fine spriug, 100 acres of the land is
in tine large White Oak timber.
A splendid farm of SO acres, good
dwelling with rooms, stable, tobacco
barn, apple and peach orchard, extra
fine well, good cistern, plenty of stock
water, walled oellar, land fertile and in
a high state of cultivation, On Public
road within 2 miles of Gracey Ky. Will
be 'old at a bargain.
175 acres of land with improvements
4 miles from Hoekinsville on Madison-
•ille road. Cheap, $140
A beautiful home ; two story brick
residence; h rooms ; hall and bath room
with bath fixtures and sll moepern con-
veniences ; everything new and in ex-
cellent repair; house piped for water
and gas, and wired for electricity ; good
cellar, cistern, stable and all other
neoessary outbuildings ntoe shade trees.
This prpperty will be sold at a bargain
We have the following Florida lands
that we will sell at low price or ex-
change for farming land in this section :
361 acres is Pasco county, 130 acres in
Pasco county, 200 acres in Hernando
county and 160 acres in Hillsboro conn•
ty. One of the above tracts is heavily
timbered with the finest yellow pine,
and another is heavily timbered with
the pine from which they make turpen-
tine. For further description. etc., see
us.
One of the most desirable houses in
the city for boarding house ; centrally
located, convenient So business and de-
pots, within one square of Main St.
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles from
Bennettatown, Ky. Good house 3
rooms, tenant house, good well, large
tobacco barn, good frame stable 18:30
feet, 40 acres in fine timber, good level
land and a desirable farm convenient
to schools and churches and on good
road.
Nice cottage on corner of Brown and
Broad streets, 7 rooms, good outbuild-
ings, cistern, etc. Cheap and on tea-
sonable terms.
Stock of goods, store house and resi-
dence for sale at good town on L. & N.
H. H. First-class paying business, nice
location, good neighborhood, churches
and schools convenient, reeidence 8
ro ins, water works and modern im-
provements, ten acres of nice ground
with residence, good reasons for selling.
Residence, 5 rooms, stable, carriage
house and all necessary outbuildings,
good cistern and orchard. Two sores of
land adjoining South Kentucky College,
$1,500. Will sell this place at low price
aud on easy terms.
Elegant two story residence on oor-
ner of lath and Campbell streets, fronts
si2, feet on Campbell street by lits6 feet
to alley, house has 8 rooms and all ne-
°essay outbuildings, nice shade trees,
fine garien and grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place with
16 scree of ground, house 6 rooms, good
ciatern, stable, poultry 'muse, carriage
house, milk house, etc., everything in
good repair. Oomplete set of farming
implements go with the place.
Good farm 223 scree, on Nashville
road, 7 miles from Hopkinsville and 3
miles from Pembroke, good two-story
brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good well, 2
large new barns, "tables and grainary.
This farm will be sold at a low price
and on easy terms.
Large two-story house and two scree
of ground fronting on first street and
running back to the river.
135 acres of land 6 miles from town
near Princeton road, dwelling, two to-
bacco barns and other out buildings
price $6 per acre.
Good residence on corner of Main and
1st streets, fronting 60 feet on Main by
200 feet deep. Elouse has six rooms,
good cistern. stable and necessary out-
heildings. For sale.
86 acres of fine laud just outside toll-
,gate on.Paimyra road. $66 per acre.
3 teams of land near Bennettotown,
about 300 acres; Will be converted into
or 8 tracts. Sold on easy terms.
A nice cottage on 4th St., four rooms
caisrdterknit.chvrience, pi:isorooch,good out- bonsai and
Two good residence lots on Main St.
in Hopkinsville, well located. The on-
ly vacant lots on West side of Mein Bt.
for este at a low price
Elegant lot 80:200ft. on Jesup aye-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms, 2
porobes, Astern outbuildings, shade
and front trees, Price $1,400.
An elegant farm of 115 scree of land,
op good public road, in one of ,the best
neighborhoods in South iffiristian, con-
venient to postoffice, achoola and
churohes, in a high state of cultivation,
good dwelling 5 rooms and hall, one
large tobacco barn, good stables and
cow houses, 2 new cabins, smoke house,
hen house, buggy house, new wire
fence, nice young orchard, grapes, rasp-
berries and strawberries, plenty of wa-
ter, very desirable, will be sold . cheap
and on easy terms.
Some beautiful vacant lots on Walnut
street.
I •
400 acres of desirable farming land in
Montgomery county, Tenn., heavily
timbered, 10 miles from Howell, Ky.
Prioe $5.00 per acre.
Fiue farm of 2815 acres in. neighbor-
hood of Howell, Ky., at a-great bargain.
156 acres of land near Clarksville
pike, 3 miles from Hopkinoville. $40
per acre. Very definable.
Very desirable suburban residence,
house two stories, 8 rooms, new and in
good repair, about 7 acres of land, just
uotside the city imits on one of the best
stree
A nice residence at Omky, Ky. LAO
of 10 scree, sit room cottage and let
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four pa es. an tor boar ,
Nursed room Iwo lumber rooms pod
alsewing root :I; second: floor ; also
splendid dry 114314 feet with brick
walls and floor, gOod cistern,00111 home.
meat house, kindling house and servant
house. TERMS-One third cash, bal.
anoe in four equal annual pityments,
6 per cent. interest on deferred pay-
ments.
An elegant farm of 150 acres on Oox
Mill Road 4 miles from Hopkinsville;
will improved, good dwelling, 6 fooms,
stables, granary, oorn and all necessary
out houses; first class land in fine con-
dition.
Valuable store room on Main street
011e of the best bunnies locations in the
oily.
;Wiliam. KENNY
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Buy one of those Handsome
Flannel Suits. cJat and pants, just









!cycle Brand Straw Hats 55
and you will look cool when the flit
thermometer reaches 99. Remem- Ettil
ber, we do not sell drummers' sam- :1K
We buy
ples, auction or second hand goods. kta
di_g _3:1%
Nothing BUT THE BEST fa
goods that money will buy. Our EV4
reputation tor carrying nothing but
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swr !ma NiP4ourprion issa ors
end_lho Hemmer session of
The New Vork School
of Expression!
This School of Expression is the great
est and best in New York Oily Its
Principals, F. Townsend Southwick and
Genevieve Stebbins, noted as authors
and practical teachers, will tbemselves
oonduct the Summer Session.
Over 800 lectures, entertainments, etc.
for this Summer's instruction and plea-
sure.
terGrestly Reduced Rates of Travel.
Board at low rates in hotels and private
homes.
For information or prograngaddrees,
W. R. PAYNE, Business Manager,
lloteresoLs, Time.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Heater Wood. Hunter Wood Jr
HUNTER WOOD & SON
Attorneys-at-Law.
Office in Hopper Block, tip:stairs over
Planters Bank.
HOPE Itrevnaut. : iistiruoavl
Special attention to
eillies in bankruptcy.
Pi WDAN IL, It Ik
we%
Dr. Jag.
Dr. Lula E. Oldham...
. . Osteopaths. .
Graduates American Sonool of Osteo-
pathy, Kirksville, Mo. All curable dts-
eases (both acute and chronic) snows-
fully treated without the use of drugs
or knife. Oorner 10th and Olay Streets.
Oonsultation and examination free. Fe-
male diseases a 'peels Ity. 'Phone 26
Nothing equal to Prickly Ash Bitten
for removing that sluggish bilious feel-
ing, so common in hot weather. It ere.
atm strength, vigor, appetite and cheer.
fill spirits. Jas. 0. Oook
-
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